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The British Petroleum vessel British Commotion; in Tabic Bay, South

Africa. This picture taken a few years ago, shows the pre- 1 958 B.P.

colours and at 64,000 cons British Commodore is by no means gigantic,
See Leviathans of the Deep" for further canker information.
Photo: Courtesy of British Petroleum Co, Ltd,

NEXT MONTH
In the May issue we have an interesting article on Veteran Cars,

with the attention focused on the R.A.C. London to Brighton Veteran
Run, Meccano models include a Double Fairley Locomotive, this is,

of course, the kind of engine that runs on the Welsh Festrniog Narrow
Gauge Railway, For the not-so-expert, construction of a Gantry
Crane will provide interesting reading. Also included in the Meccano
articles are instructions on how to build a striking device for a Meccano
Clock. All of the regulars are present, including, Air News. Stamps.
Battle and Workbench.
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West 15th Street. New York, N.Y. 1001 1 U.S.A., U.S.A. and Canada
direct subscription rates $5 including index*

This periodical is sold subject to the following conditions: that it

shall not, without the written consent of the publishers, be lent,

re~sold, hired-out or otherwise disposed of by way of Trade at a price
in excess of the recommended maximum price and that it shall not
be lent, re-sold, hired-out or otherwise disposed of in a mutilated
condition, or in any unauthorised cover by way of Trade; or affixed

to or as part of any publication of advertising, literary or pictorial
matter whatsoever.
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ft flies on exactly the same principles as a full size helicopter to give you long,

stable flights at high altitudes. The kit is absolutely complece, with FULLY
PREFABRICATED balsa parts, precision moulded plastic p^rts, dowel, cement,
rubber bands—even a flying line and winder. Assembles ready to go in

aoout 20 minutes,

FROM YOUR LOCAL MODEL SHOP—OR YOU CAN ORDER DIRECT.

to care of

m
w

I

_-.-.

ntooiuci

Here's the FLOOGLEKJTE — an entirely NEW TYPE of high-flying kite In

solid btlsa and high-strength plastic construction. All parts COMPLETELY
FINISHED and ore-decorated* Kit includes cement, dowel, rubber bands and
flying line. Assembles ready to fly in 10 minutes*

FROM YOUR LOCAL MODEL SHOP OR YOU CAN ORDER DIRECT.

ORDER FORM

Young shots get shooting right away with the Jaguar kit It's

all there neatly packed with the .177 Calibre Jaguar air rifle.

This attractively priced air rifle is precision built, and the

barrel is machine-cut rifled for extra accuracy. Other fine air

rifles from Webley include the Falcon, which is available in

two power calibres, .177 for accurate target shooting and

hard hitting, .22 for outdoor use. Trust Webley to take

care of your young shot.

Phase send me the Sotarbo Kit($) marked below, I enclose

P.O./cheque value
i

VI * * **««*«****- * *

SOLARBO ROKI ^ * 22'6 POST FREE
SOLARBO FLOOGLEKJTE ... 22/6 POST FREE

agitar air i

ADDRESS

M/M

'

Write
please, to:

illustrated brochure today, enclosing 4d stamp

Webley & S Ltd. (Inc. W. W. Greener Ltd.), WiBUY
AW

Tel: 021-553 3952
Handsworth, Birmingham 21
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You arc looking at the

operations' room of one of the Navy's
new guided missile destroyers.

It is dimly lit. All round vou are
_ _ _

radar sets that look like TV screens.

Silent men watch them intently.

Luminous shapes appear and
disappear on the screens.

More advanced. More mobile.their course and speed.

This is the *enemy\ And in this More powerful. And more exciting for

way the ship's Captain can direct the the modern sailor.

course of the battle. Launch missiles

to punch aircraft out of the sky. Send
helicopters and torpedos to attack

submarines. Order rapid fire from
electronically-controlled guns. And

Today he's likely to have a

man's trade. To earn sood

They represent ships. Submarines, all this from the centre of the ship

!

Aircraft. And computers calculate This is what happens

money. Get ahead quickly. And he's
still a man who loves the sea, with a
life of travel and adventure.

If you'd like to know
more about life in today's

* f

in 'battle* exercises.

That's how fast the Navy
has changed since the days of the
big battleship. It's a new, technical

hen a modern navy ship takes part Navy post the coupon
for the free booklet.

1&*<d

^
o* cbS
*

ce*\-tt.°
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Spend week-ends or longer

holidays enjoying the free-

and-easy atmosphere of

youth hostels, where way-

farers from all over the world

-O

<
*

*

«

m

meet and relax after energetic

days in the open air. "Have

you come far ? " is the ques-

tion at sets everyone

talking about their travels.

to anyone from 5 years old (there

members are not onlv at the

4(K) hostels in Britain, but also at those in more than 40 o countries.

Hostelling is friendly—and it's inexpensive. A bed for the night costs 4s. to 6s. according to age.

Breakfast, packed lunch and evening meal may usually be ordered from the warden, or the members*

kitchen is available for those who do their own cooking.

Send the coupon for full details, with a map showing the positions of all hostels in England & Wales.

YOUTH HOSTELS ASSOCIATION (England and Wales), Trevelyan House, St. Albans, Herts.
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LOOK
YOU NOTHING

To find out more about the many interesting products

advertised in this issue of MECCANO Magazine. Just

Beatties

A. N. Beck
Meccano Sets

Q Meccano Spares Dealers
Duckett's Penny Albums Radio Control Supplies

*

tick the squares against the name of the advertiser from

whom you would like to receive more product informs-

tion and post it to: Advertisement Information, Meccano

Magazine* 13-35 Bridge Street, Hemel Hempstead, Herts.

Q] Hammant & Morgan
Harbutt's Plasticine

Humber Oil Co. Ltd.
at i

Malins (Engineers) Ltd. Q Webley & Scott

n Royal Navy

Q Solarbo

Subbuteo Sports Games
•

Q Meccano Ltd. (Dinky) Youth Hostels Assoc

COUPON

Name...

Address

#

RADIO
S.A.E. brings free brochure. An introduc-
tion to R.C control and details of the
world's best single channel tone guidance
system. Over S,000 in current use
throughout the world, quantity produced
and fully guaranteed for best range and
quality at only £13. Complete 6 and
[0 channel Multi Reed outfits with or
without Servo Packs, from £35%. Digital

two* three, four and five channel Propor-
tional equipment from £84. Good
selection of second-hand Radio always

r

in stock.

VISIT THE LARGEST MODEL
STOCKISTS

it STAFFED
THE COUNTRY
EXPERTS

KITS, ENGINES,

PART
We stock
Engines

EXCHANGE * H.P. FACILITIES *MAIL hold large stocks

current
Accessories.

Kits,

ORDER INCLUDING EAS*
ORDERS UNDER £3 POSTAGE & PACKING 2 ..

II Shops open until 8.30 p.m. Friday.
Leicester, Weston and Wimbledon closed
Monday. Isleworth open each weekday.
WE SERVICE ALL RADIO EQUIPMENT WE SELL

Balsa and
plywood as well as engine spares,

radio parts and kits of parts.

We always have bargain fines,

well as a good selection

second-hand Boats, Aircraft, Mar
Air-cooled Engines.

560 0471 CONTROL
LONDON ISLEWO MIDDX.

LEIC, 21935

LONDON ROAD, LEICESTER
MERTON ROAD, WIMBLEDON 540 4887 < I THE CENTRE, WESTON-SUPER-MARE WESTON 6600
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Precision built Mamod Steam Models

are fun, fascinating— and safe. Traction Engine, Steam Roller,

Stationary Engines. At leading toy and sports shops from 37/9

to 1 1 9/6.

*••«**•»•• • *•**

Manufactured and fully Guaranteed by
m w

Malins (Engineers) Ltd §

206 Thorns Road,
Quarry Bank, Brierley Hili, Staffs

Whether you

COLLECT PENNIES
FOR SOUVENIRS
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PENNY ALBUM
S, C. Duckett (MM)

Kin Road
Croydon CRO 7DN
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Here i* a game where victory or defeat
depends upon the skill of the player
with fingertip control COMPLETE with
go j Is, ball* He. and teams available in

all League Club colours. Played vwlh
22 miniature rm>n Alt the thrills ol tvai

League, Cup and Inle-rn.ilionai Foot-

ball: dribbling, corner and penalty kick*,

offside, goal save*, etc.

prices 10/11 - 19/11 * 49/11

NEW SUBBUTEO CONTINENTAL
editions with 00 Scale Teams, hand-painted in all League colours.

—
i

^* *

on duotone coloured bases, etc.

INTERNATIONAL 119/11 CLUB 63/1

1

GHTING 92/11 DISPLAY 29/11

f*l*&\* a*k al your lecal Sports. a# Taythep or 0»pA'tro#til Star*.

In (» ©* difficulty Mfitt for lft*fftiur* *nrj |#i1 pi ti&cKiiU to

BBUTEO Depl Lniiciton Green

Tunbridge Welis. Kent

*m * - I
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PLANS BOOK
:

THOROUGHLY UP-DATED
NOW READY !

LATEST ISSUI

PLANS HANDBOOK No. 3 r 50

m locomotives in gauges from to 7\ in.,

traction engines, a re or so stationary engines,

as many petrol engines, workshop equipment,

and a number of locomotive and lineside draw-

ings and miscellaneous models, are included in

the 48-page Plans Handbook No. 3. Details of

sheet of a set are given, and there are

s of several completed models. New
edition contains recent itions

•
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Plans Handbook No.

MODEL

-f 6d. Post

ALLIED PUBLICATIONS LTD.
13-35 BRIDGE ST., HEMEL HEMPSTEAD, HERTS

Model Cars for Aprif will carry Prototype Parade plans for the Repco
Brabham BT26 by Roger Taylor with one of John Wood's usual highly
informative descriptions.

For builders, John Veasey starts a step by stop photo feature on
chassis construction which everyone can follow—and for I /32nd scale
fans, there's an anglewinder plumber Ford Thunderbirdi For plastic
modellers there's a modified Monogram Rolls Royce Phantom and w#
have a big photo report on the recently held Swedish Slot Racing
Champion hips together with, of course, many more exciting items,
plus, that elusive E*C.R.A* Handbook.

FRIDAY MONTHLY
*

»
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Duke of Edinburgh's Award Scheme
In x future issue we will be detailing some aspects

of the Duke of Edinburgh's Award Scheme for boys.

We would iike lu incorporate into this Some readers'

experiences of the scheme. If any readers have taken

part in any of the awards (bronze, silver or gold), we
would be pleased to hear about them and see some
photographs if possible. We cannot promise to publish

all that we receive, but an interesting selection will be

included. All contributions will be acknowledged, and
photographs that are submitted will be returned if

requested.

Holiday Winner
The winner of the Model Power Boat Association

competition to estimate the total attendance of visitors

at the recent Model Engineer Exhibition, was Mr. H.
Brownless of the Keighby Model Engineering

His estimate of 36,219 was the nearest to the

actual figure of 36,224. The prize for winning the

competition is a free trip to the European Model Power
Boat
year.

An unusual Model

to be held in Bulgaria later this

In the years of the motor industry various

manufacturers used to give away replicas of their full

size products as part of their sales promotion schemes
Models in those days were usually of tin-plate con-

ction clockwork. During recent

mainly for

economic reasons, so it was rather surprising to hear

that the largest car producers in the world, General

powered
years this practice was

Motors of America, had started to produce models of

some of their immense range of cars in model form,
purely for advertising purposes. The example sent to

us, by courtesy of Opel Cars U.K., is the latest 2

seater Opel G.T. This car incidentally is Opel's answer
to our Lotus Elan.
The model is in 1724th scale, and is superbly de-

tailed throughout, including underside details. Bumpers
and wheels are chromed and the tyres soft black plastic

All remaining parts are bright red. The most impres-

Generul Motors of America's model of the new Opel G.T.,
the full size version of which will soon be seen on our roads.

sive part is the one-piece body shell which is complete

down to the smallest details.

The manufacturer is unfortunately unknown at pre-

sent and none of the models will be available in this

country in the forseeable future which is a pity as they

would make admirable show models, or with a bit of

work perhaps be turned into slot cars.

Dear Readers

Editorial Change

Writing this at the beginning of February
before I leave for Toronto, to take up a posi-

tion with a Canadian Publishing
I would like to jot down a few thoughts
degree

tion

reader co-operation and participa-

magazine has been very pleasing,

my word for it MECCANO
MAGAZINE is here for good now! I have

made many good friends since taking up the

Editorship and starting the new MECCANO
MAGAZINE some 15 issues ago, and would
like to thank all contributors and readers alike

for making this task so pleasant. After nearly

years at "Model and Allied Public-

ations " with four years on AEROMODEL-
bit

six

LER comes
but that's

an upheaval
ever ing con

drastic

the move. There will not be any
an format contents

am sureMECCANO MAGAZINE
the new Editor will add his own ideas as time

on. Having become well and truly

hooked on MECCANO MAGAZINE I look

forward to reading it for many years to come,
all those thousands of miles away.
The more observant will have already

noticed from the contents page, that the new
Editor's name Dave Rothwell. Dave
been a regular contributor to these pages and

Brigade fans will be

on
our

both Slot Car and
aware of his

Dave who was Assistant Editor

sister magazine MODEL BOATS for the past

year, here at Model and Allied Publications,

Dave
round model

years of age, married and

par

not
branch although

car racing has occupied most of his time over

past two years. Dave's latest projects in

elude Round The Pole Model
Aircraft Flying, seen at the " Model Engineer

Exhibition
w and on your T.V.s

Peter

Model
and

Blue

Coffee Table "N" Gauge
TheRailway Layout—built

Model Railway Club Exhibition " and also

seen Blue Peter". imes

„"

are motoring and camping.
May I take this opportunity to wish Dave

all the best and every success to MECCANO
MAGAZINE.

Sincerely,

John Franklin
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increasing worH trad
•

e in
brought about the development of super
tankers to ply between the oilfields and
consumer countries. They are now the

I hi birth of
launching at

a great tanker. The " IZsso
Bremen, Weighing 36,000 tons

vessel €)t the Esso Meet.

Mcrcia ** after her
she is the largest

world's largest transport vessels.

By John Mannering

is a threat to oil supplies by the closure of the Suez
Canal or by strikes, most western countries e to

O to^HIP LOVERS who delight in statistics; who lik
reel off information about vessels of the largest

think at once about the possibility of rationing. But
when all is going smoothly: the 'buses running, the
cars and lorries speeding along the roads, the factories
busy, and the central heating humming away in the
cellar little thought is given to the great tankers plough-
ing the oceans to bring oil from the oil fields to the
great refineries of Europe and other parts of the world.

In Great Britain two of the largest tanker companies
are British Petroleum Ltd., known familiarily as * BP \
and Esso Petroleum Ltd. As long ago as '1896 ships
were being constructed for the bulk carrying of oil,
and by the 1920s the enormous growth of the motor
car had brought about the need for tankers of the
10,000 ton ranee. This ^raduallv went up until oil
tankers of 15,000 to 18,000 tons were being built. They
were principally employed in carrying refined products

petrol and dicsel oil, from the large refineries of the
Middle East and America. Their size was therefore
limited by the depth of water or dock accommodation
at the ports of delivery.

It soon became apparent that it was more economic
to ship vast cargoes of crude oil to a few specially
chosen deep water harbours where refineries could be
established, and to the refined in
moderate size vessels to the oil storage ports.
Hence the development of refineries at Fawley on

Southampton Water and on the Isle of Grain in the
Thames estuary.

By the late nineteen fifties ships of 35,000 and 40,000
tons had come into being, and the tanker fleet owners
saw virtually no limit to the size of the ships they could
build, and run economically, if only harbour accom-
modation was available.

Hence the most recent step in the oil carrying opera-
tion has been the establishment of huge crude oil
storage depots such as Milford Haven and the one being
built in Bantry Bay in south-west Ireland, which will
accommodate the vast vessels now coming into com-
mission; and the even larger ones which some think
will ultimately be built. Ships of 500,000 or even
1,000,000 tons are envisaged by naval architects; and
certainly there appear to be no insurmountable diffi-
culties in the construction or operation of such vessels.
Only port facilities, which essentially mean depth of

manoeuvring, are the limitingwater and room
1actors

But taking our eyes off the future for a moment, let
us see what the latest modern tankers actually in use,

oil, has are really like

The Esso London onging to the Esso Petroleum
is 94*247 summer deadweight tons, which is the

total weight of cargo, fuel, stores, fresh water, etc., which
she can carry on her summer draft as shown by her
PIimsoil Mark (see June M.M.).

winterThis gives her a draft of 50 ft. 2 in.

north Atlantic deadweight is 89,895 tons, on a draft of
48 ft. 2 in. Her overall length is 861 feet and her beam
125 ft. It mav to visualise this great ship if one
thinks of her length as equal to 13 cricket pitches I

Her engine develops 24,100 shaft h.p. at ro5 r p m.,
giving her a speed of 17,1 knots when loaded. Her two

tonnage, the greatest length, the deepest draft, will find main cables for her port and starboard anchors are each
a rewarding field in the study of the great oil tankers
now jn service and the even larger ones planned for the she burns 138 tons a day.

200 fathoms. She carries 9,865 tons of oil fuel of which

near future

Without oil, civilization as we know it would grind
to a halt, and quickly. Which is why, whenever there

She is a big ship by any standard (the Torrey Canyon
which was wrecked on the Small rocks off Lands End
last year with such disastrous results had a summer
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The Torrcy Canyon tt a 60*000 loiuicr lies wrecked on
Stone* reef off Lands End* This disaster provided

World with its biggest oil pollution problem and was also

World's largest single shipwreck.

thu
the
the

deadweight of 60,615 and was 810 ft. long).

The British Admiral, owned by the British Petroleum

Co, and launched by the Queen in March 1965, was
the first 100,000 ton ship built for that company. She
has an overall length of 917 ft. and a beam of 128 ft.

;

her actual tonnage being 111,274 s.dw. She is driven

by a single six bladed propeller, 24} feet in diameter.

Even larger still is the Esso Mercia, built at the

A. G, Weser yard at Bremen for Esso Petroleum Ltd.,

in 1967. Her summer deadweight tonnage is 170,800,

on a draft of 59 ft., with an overall length of 1,010 ft.

With a speed of 16.6 knots she can carry one ton oi oil

for 77 miles for id.; compared with a 36,000 tonner of

1957 which could carry 1 ton only 34 miles for

indicating the great economy achieved by the larger

vessels.

Both pilot and master need to be skilled ship handlers

to berth such a vessel when it is realized that her length

is about one fifth of a mile 1

When a crew member leaves the accommodation and
bridge section in the stern to go forward he is very soon

beyond hailing distance, and it takes him five or six

>

roll; ana* another feature which masters have to bear in

mind is the very long distance the ships will travel

minutes before he is back. For this reason the crew before they can be brought to a standstill, often as much
are equipped with small radio sets which keep them in

touch with the officers on the bridge. The decks tend
as ^ve miles.

In the quite near future we shall be seeing the very

to be so vast and featureless that some ships have white largest ships that can be accepted in the Huropean oil

lines painted on the decks leading to important positions ports. Esso Petroleum have ordered four ships, each of

such as the windlass, mooring bollards, deck winches, 240,000 tons from the Swan Hunter Group and Harland

etc., to enable the crew to find their way in a thick fog. & Wolit Ltd. I hey will come into service between

Most of the larger tankers are powered with geared August 1969 and November 1970 and will

steam turbines, although diesel has been adopted for ply between the Persian Gulf and Milford Haven or

some of die vessels being built. For various reasons,

including manoeuvrability and capital cost, it is more
Rotterdam,
These giants of the sea will be 1,143 ft- long with a

efficient to drive the larger tankers by a single screw, beam of 170 ft. and a draft of 65 ft. They will be driven

at least up to the 220,000, 240,000 ton range Above by single screws and will probably be at the extreme

that it is thought likely that twin screw may render range suitable for such propulsion. Their speed will be

better service; one of the reasons being that with the 15.8 knots.

increased value of ship and cargo in the great tankers But they will not be the ultimate in tankers. As port

facilities are improved even larger ships will be carryingof the future, twin screw give a certain protection against

total breakdown at sea

There are several problems peculiar to the very large

the world's oil. one day one of our youthful

readers, grown to manhood, will be standing on a wind

tankers, including excessive rolling and ' slamming ' swept headland and will see a huge ship ploughing

when steaming into a head sea in heavy weather. Passive along the distant horizon, dwarfim every vessel in

tank type stabilizers will be increasingly used to uce sight—an oil tanker of 1,000,000 tons !

" British Admiral " HP. Tanker company's firM 100,01)0

oil tanker, arriving at B.P.*s Angle Bay Terminal, at the

of her maiden voyage.

ton
end

. -.I. I.
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The Ship m
of assembly.

John Drummond re

the increasingly important
wo rkshop, show in

g

Thctc models have 10

various
extremely Will

to detailed specifications.

models
be

in stages
made ro played models in

Netherlands town of Wagcningen, miles away enSUnn? that tOmOTrOW
f"nf» Qs^Sl ll#**C 1"h«* V\*3,Cin tirl-i^i*#> m-mir L-irt/4o r*F t3

N
from the sea, lies the basin where many kinds of

ships are ' born ' and tested, as scale models.
This basin is the world-famous Netherlands Ship

Model Basin.
The N.S.M.B. was founded as an institute in

by the Netherlands government and four large shipping
companies. Although independent, it collaborates

t

ships wi be as seaworthy
as science can make them

closclv with th e Organization for Applied
Scientific Research in the Netherlands. It has a Board
of six Directors, assisted by an advisory committee.
Members of this committee represent the ship owners,
the government, the shipbuilding yards, the (Nether-
lands) Royal Navy, engine builders, and the ship-
building laboratories of the University of Technology

The word '* ship " covers every conceivable type of
structure, including submarines.

A number of panels, selected from the Advisory
Committee, steer the various fields of research, such as
propulsion and cavitation, sea keeping, and behaviour in

at Delft.

In broad, romantic terms, the functions of the
N.S.M.B. determine whether a ship, which ship-

shallow water.

periodical
"

Results are published in English in the
International Shipbuilding Progress." The

institute employs about 300 people, of whom about 30
are university trained. The international scope of this
organisation can be envisaged by the fact that, out of

or ship-owners are planning to build, will 200 ship models and 150 propeller models made and
meet the Owners* requirements for speed and be able
to withstand anticipated weather and harbour conditions,
using scale models to battle against miniature hurricanes
and other hazards of sea- travel. But the functions of
the N.S.M.B. go much deeper and are more extensive,
The president, Professor *"*

' ™" **

tested in a year, some 60 per cent, are for foreign
nations.

One might be tempted to surely everything

Di u\ W. P A.

that could be known about the shape and behaviour of
ships and propellers must now be known ? Can there

Lammeren, puts it this way

:

The N.S.M.B. considers contributions to the
solution of the following two
task

A

*

ems as its mam
#

B.

Development of optimum forms for ships, pro-
pellers, and rudders, or more generally, develop-
ment of optimum hydrodynamic properties for
each type of ship.

Increasing the accuracy of all predictions based on consumed.
experiments in ship model basins."

be anything left to find out ? Oddly, perhaps, the
answer is that the field of vital research tends to grow,
rather than to diminish, with every passing month of
tliis scientific era. Today, for instance, scarcely any
ship of any importance is built without model tests
having been made previously. Clearly it is essential
that new ships should have the greatest possible speed
* a given deadweight and engine power, and or that
for a certain speed, the least possible power and fuel be

The results of the wave-
in this large test tank.

makini; machiiu movements are evident
Almost any wave formation can be
formed.

Clearly, too, this applies more than ever to merchant
and passenger vessels in these days of fierce competition
especially from air transport. Every conceivable

«

economy of operation, as well as the safest behaviour
in all weather conditions at sea and in harbour, must
be sought and achieved where possible, in terms of the
most suitable shapes of ships and propellers.
When a shipping company gives a commission to the

sN.S.M.B., it submits a provisional plan of the
hull, from which a ship model is made in laboratory
workshops equipped for this work, using wood, parafrin-
wax or plastic according to the weight of the model or
the kind of testing required. The results of the tests,

when completed, are scd and converted into
dimensionless coefficients, then compared with those of
com and with diagrams based on the
institute's own research work.

Initially, wc rk at the N.S.M.B. for the first 20 years
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was concerned only with rests conducted in still water,

in which the most suitable shapes for hulls and pro-

pellers were sought—and achieved. This research, still

a vual part ol the Institute's work, continues. It was a

natural progression for the Institute to enlarge its

research into the relatively unknown field of how ships

and propellers behave in stormy conditions, spurred on
by ever-advancing technological knowledge in associated

matters, and by world-wide demand for reliable infor-

mation on how this* or ih it, hull or shape.

This

would behave under all conditions likelv to be met in
—

the course of the ship's lifetime.

Today, to meet this demand, the N.S.M.B. has 8

facilities in which to carry out tests. We are permitted
to have a glimpse of the stringent care taken in evaluating

test results from the words of Prof. W. P. A. van
Lammeren : " A good correlation between trial or
service results on the one hand and model tests results Recently modernised, it is now suitable for testing

on the other hand can only be expected if the conditions supcr-cavitating and contra-rotating propellers. Various
for the model tests and those for the full scale ship are other aspects, as, for example, cavitation

mechanically similar.
^
As is well known, mechanical in oblique flow, and the effect of turbulence on cavitation

similarity of the conditions requires geometric, kinematic inception, can also be studied

model Is being tested In heavy seas created by the wave
machine.

and dynamic similarity as well In 1956 a second cavitation tunnel was built, described
Geometric similarity does not only apply to the as a Cavitation Tunnel with a Flow Regulator. In this

propeller models made of brass or aluminium,
o

geometrically similar ship and propeller model (also for

surface roughness) but also to the waterways as regards and having diameters up to 10 inches (representin_
depth and width. This condition is of great importance propellers of single screw ships) are tested under
in the research of ships in estuaries, harbour entrances, conditions where it is possible to reproduce any

arbitary velocity field, as far as the axial components
Rudder and screw aperture are also

rivers and canals. Kinematic similarity requires

of speeds in each point along the surface of
hip and ship model, full scale propeller and propeller imitated.
model as well as in each point of the surrounding Commenting

Lammeren says

upon
"In

this facility, Professor van
the same U956) a new

But while velocity fields must be completely similar, cavitation tunnel was put into operation, where propeller
Professor Van Lammeren points out that dynamic models can be examined in a velocity distribution very
similarity can never be realised because of insuperable similar to that existing behind the actual ship. It turned
technological difficulties, and hence the only alternative out that indeed the cavitation phenomena observed
—scale effect—is introduced. with what had been
The first of the facilities is a deepwater basin, 830 observed so far in homogeneous flow."

feet X 35 feet < 18 feet. This is used for experi- The utilizing of new types of propellers also needs
ments (hulls and propellers) with models of sea-going expert testing, " Screws operating in fixed nozzles or
ships under ideal conditions (no wind, no in nozzle rudders, vertical axis propellers, bow thrusters,

waves, practically unlimited depth and width of water). controllable pitch and contra-rotating propellers, water-
The models, 20-23 feel long, are either towed or are ram jets and large hub to diameter ratio propellers with
self-propelled at a maximum speed of 30 ft sec, while evelic pitch control "—all clamour for immediate
flow observations are made where necessary by under- attention. New ship afterbody shapes, developed with

thewater television.

The second facility is a Shallow Water
feet x 52 feet x 4 feet. This is used
models of vessels for inland navigation such as rivers have likewise to be tested.

urpose of creating a more uniform flow behind
single screw ships, in order to avoid or reduce unsteady
propeller forces, cavitation erosion and propeller noise,

and canals, and especially the waterways of Europe and
America; this facility—the largest in the world—has
been found particularly suitable for testing the behaviour
of pushed barge fleets, fleets up to 42 barges having
been fully investigated, using underwater photography
and underwater television. The effect of width of

or river on ship performance, launching and
and other tests involving rudder angle,

Since research and development at the N.S.M.B.
clearly to the need to deve specialised

model heading and yaw angular speed are also carried

out in this basin.

A further facility, described as a Cavitation Tunnel
with Homogeneous Velocity Field, was built in 1941.
This is used to test propellers for cavitation, erosion
and noise characteristics. (Cavitation is defined as the
formation of cavities in the water around the blades of
a propeller, resulting in a loss of propeller efficiency.)

This tunnel is now used for fundamental research and
testing propeller models with diameters up to 18 inches

in a homogeneous velocity field. Maximum velocity is

about 40 feet per second, maximum propeller speed
3,000 r.p.m, maximum torque 800 feet lb., maximum
thrust 2,600 Ib„ maximum propeller output 250 h.p.

Note the immense amount of equipment needed to record in-
formation during test! on these scale models.
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facilities for special types of tests, another facility—the
Seakeeping Basin—was added in 1957. In this basin

(330 feet x 80 feet X 8 feet), self-propelled models fans creates winds up to hurricane force.

conditions can be artificially simulated; a special wave-
maker creates waves " to order," while a battery of

using automatic steering are tested in waves created by
a snake-type representing regular or

irregular, head, following or oblique seas. The six

components of motion (rolling, pitching, heaving,
yawing, surging and swaying) as well as speed variations

and, possibly bending moments in the main section are
measured. Speed variations in waves, wave pattern,

r.p.m., thrust and torque of the propeller, the effect of
accelerations at bow and stern, pressure variations at

the bow when slamming, forces and moments working
on the ship, as well as other aspects of ship behaviour
in all kinds of seas, are also studied, using electronic

equipment which records instantaneous values. In
that aspect of research which involves accurate know-
ledge of the energy spectra of the sea, the co-operation
of nautical experts and oceanographers is indispensable.

In 196 1, a Computer Centre was set up. Its functions
are thus described :

" The Computer Centre is at the
disposal of ship-owners and builders and gives service

for calculations in the field of hvdrostatic curves,
stability, trim, tank capacity, strength, propeller design
launching of ship lines.

>

table of offsets
3

and
shell plating developments. Apart from this service
work all calculations for the research and routine work
are carried out on this computer," This computer is

described as an intermediate sized digital type, with a

storage of 10,000 words, each consisting of 26 bits.

Its speed is 15,000 additions or subtractions, and 2,000
multiplications, per second.

In December 1967 a second computer was installed.

Known as a CDC 3300 of Control Data, it is faster

and has greater capacity than the first computer, which
it has now replaced.

The ever increasing interest in so many
aspects of travel on water, and especially the interest in

research on new types of ships such as hydrofoils,

hovercraft, high speed submarines, and so
brought into existence at the N.S.M.B.
facilities. These are the High-Speed Tank (730 feet

long), which is being used for research in the behaviour

on, has
two new

of fast vessels, and the Combined Wave and Current
Tank (230 feet x 166 feet x 4 feet), which is being
used for behaviour research into a variety of structures,

such as floating, drilling platforms, off-shore anchoring
of tankers to buoys, dredgers in open sea, the manoeuvr-
ing and stopping of large tankers in harbour entrances,
under every possible combination of wave, current and
wind conditions. In this new tank, such

Measuring bench for propeller model design testing.

After the conclusion of a specific commissioned test,

the client receives a report containing all the necessary
data and plans required for the shape of the hull and the
propeHers. These details, in turn, enable trial trip

eed and service speed which may be expected, to be
etennined with a high degree of accuracy. Since the

results of any commissioned test are the exclusive

property of the company commissioning the test, the
strictest secrecy is observed at the Institute. It is up

ship-owners or ship-builders concerned as to

of tests on scaleor not they publish the
models of their own ships.

The tine research work of exceptional practical value
being carried out by the far-sighted and progressive
N.S.M.B. has stimulated ever-increasing interest among
owners and operators of all kinds of ships and ancillary

structures. With the Institute's increasing success came
nd continues to come—ever increasing requests

from governmental sources and private interests for

information as to how tins, or that structure would
behave in a given set oi' conditions. The behaviour of
floating structures such as drilling pontoons, floating

pipe imes, platforms for loading and unloading ships
at unaccessible coasts, buoy systems for mooring,
installations for storing all kinds of materials, and so
on, have aroused much interest in official quarters.

1 the N.S.M.B. is primarily concerned with
ship behaviour, research and experiment of necessity
have had to be initiated into what are called

kl boundary
conditions.

ft These mav be said to include the archi

tectural aspects of dams, locks, harbours and so on; for

instance, in what form should a new harbour be con-
structed, or an existing harbour be modified, to make
ship behaviour in entering, leaving, tying up, or moorin
easier, safer and swifter ? To such problems can be
added the more general problem of determining
accurately the behaviour of cutters, dredgers, barges,
cranes, etc., used in building new dykes and harbours.
Such problems are accentuated as ships, such as tankers,

get larger and longer. The growth of industries drilling

for oil, gas, or sulphur, and which require floating or
fixed drilling platforms, add their problems in the matter
of ship manoeuvrability.

In all this intensive research work, the task of keeping
records up-to-date is never overlooked. Such records,

whereby vital comparisons of analysed research results

be accurately made, enables the N.S.M.B. to make
suggestions that will improve shape of hull, stern or
propeller.

Who pays for all this research ? The institute is a
non-profit making body and is self-supporting The
major source of revenue comes from the fees paid for

advices requested ship-owners,
ship-builders and other interested parties; a Research
Fund, to which the Netherlands Government contributes
annually, meets most of the expense of scientific

research, the results of which are published in technical

journals in that country and abroad.

It is impossible in terms of increased efficiency and
economy of ship and structure operation, in terms of
safer travel on water, in terms of swifter and more
comfortable travel, to accurately equate the great
strides in the improvement of ship behaviour that have
been made possible by the work of the N.S.M.B. But
it can be pointed out that the quality of hull shape and
propulsion since 1932 (when operations actually began)
have improved by no less than 25%—a magnificent
achievement.
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Publication of a readers

etter entitles the

writer to a small
i« thank you

"

ift from the Editor

Dear Sir,—I am a collector of miniature
car models, produced by Dinky Toys,
Lesney Toys and Corgi Toys, unfortu-
nately here in Poland I cannot buy all

of these. So I am very interested in
receiving models from someone who can
accept in exchange Polish stamps , which
I can send in complete

a
sets, unused or

used, new issues or old issues,

Marek Skzvara*
Kotowicc, Okrzci 1/26, Poland.

Dear Mr. Barton,—

I

learn that you
M Battle " and "

ofdeg a

am
been

Militaria " with
, Like you. I

todelighted
following

some
suppose

" aI am basically a Wargamer t but then
rose by any other name,* 1

etc.

You arc, of course, absolutely correct
in what you lay concerning the mathe-
matical probabilities involved in the use
of two dice, and I say that I had used
the wrong set of figures—the
rather than the real *—only when I
saw the relevant article in print. Already
the editor hai the correction for public-
ation in the next instalment of " Battle

the

* apparent *

»»

Regarding your point
Churchill tank. I to

Part VI of
make the

it

concerning
you

Battle M wherein I tried to
point lhat widely divergent

specifications exist for different penods
and, in view of this. I took the figures

from M a single* easily obtained source r%
to wit, * Colonel Rostra * M Tanks in

Battle f\ adding the rider that f<
this list

may not be acceptable to many a military
purist ". One hat to bear in mind the
fact that moat readers of

,f
Battle " are

pretty well beginners, and If the facts

from a relatively simple authority are
insufficient, the great thing is that they

well be started on some rewarding
research, the end product of which will

be rules at once more accurate in detail

and more complex in operation.
Certainly, as you say, there must be

a limit to the search for realism, other-
wise the game becomes bogged down in

a mass of paperwork and calculation, and
it is my aim to present, if you like, the
bare elements of ' Battle r\ leaving the
enthusiast to improve or alter as he thinks
fit,

Many thanks iagain for your letter*

Dover, Kent. Charles Grant.

•

article,

1
pages

article and

Dear Sir,—I have today received the
December issue of Meccano Magazine
in which you have included my
f< Some Showman's Tractors -

. Reading through the
comparing it with a copy of my original
script I notice several errors which have
crept into the published article; particu-
larly in the photo, captions, which of
course are not my original captions
(having been compiled by yourselves from
my photo* details) . One serious error
whida has crept into the main text of
the article deserves, I feel, an ammend-
ment to be published. This error occurs

at the end of the last but one paragraph
in the published text (page 665), referring
to the showman's tractor and I quote

has somehow crept into the phrase, giving
it the complete opposite meaning !

Another error that has crept into the
published text occurs approximately half-
way up the same page and refers to the
Scammell-Harrison * Showtrac \ and I

f which was built from 1946 to
1953 ": the error here is the omission
of the word " circa ,f

f which is quite
important as I have no exact record as to
the precise dating of the final * Showtrac f

to be built.

Plymouth, Devon. Richard Af. Collis.

Dear
hear

Sir,—You may be interested to

# t
I have had the pleasure of

riding in the * Sentinel f Waggon which
was pictured in the December issue of
the Meccano Magazine* The waggon was

ilt at Shrewsbury in 1934 and went
to work for Brown and Son in Chelms-
ford, later it passed to the Castle Fire-
brick Company of Buckley, Flints, It
has now been restored by Messrs* Brook,
Hurst and Marsden of Holmfrith. In
t^ftS it attended the annual Traction
Engine Rally staged by the County of
Salop Steam Engine Society at Church
Stretton in Shropshire. My father is the
organiser of this event,
We own a R uston Traction

which was built in 1918. It was built t«
.D + requirements for hay baling, but

as the war had ended the engine was
sold unused to Mr, C. James of Peny-
parc, Clifford in Herefordshire, Here
it was used for threshing until 1950, soon
after this my father purchased it and
restored it for preservation.
May I add that T think you are malting

a grand fob of the Meccano Magazine,
but let us have more * steam * articles
Church Stretton, Salop. Richard Smith.

Dear Sir,—The ,€ Workbench » article
on the fPecrric Aircraft flying at the
Model Engineer Exhibition, reminded
me of the time fifteen years ago* when,
to amuse my sister's two young children,
I constructed from Meccano, a pylon
with rotating arms* from which I sus-
pended t/32 in. scale plastic model air-
craft that were available then at t/6d.
each—ready constructed!
remembe r we 1

1 , was
" delta win

positively refused to
the nose was well w
more conventional type
hardly any trouble m this
The drive for the

supplied by a Meccano No.
work Motor, and I reversed
Meccano principle of gearing
power, and geared up—to
rotating arms a 3-1 speed,

f c Cutlass
v

One model I
Chance-Vought
fighter, which
straight until

while the
of plane gave
respect*

rotating arms, was
t Clock-
the usual
down for
give the

The
the

resu T
rs were startling; for when

re a ched their peak
circle of

5 peed, the
ft. dtft**7

arms
aircraft, flying ma
became invisible (they really did) much
to the astonishment of the children, who
were a bit too young to understand the
mechanics of this illusion.

I have often wondered since then, did
those tiny planes go through a miniature
sound barrier ?

Later, I fitted additional ofan additional rt

arms geared to revolve at a slower speed,
and from these T suspended model air-
liners. With the fighter aircraft (flying
in a * wedge * formation bv this time)

ing 9 them, the children were in
raptures with the model, and couldn't
visit home often enough. My nephew
fhe*s a married man now) cave me stem
instructions ntver to dismantle the model.
But I found that to flv the fighter air-

craft successfully in formation, the rear
planes had to ne suspended at sliehtlv
succeeding heights, for. in spite erf the
planes brine only models, the slipstream

circurn-
*

from the leading plane* caused the rear
ones to perform wildly twisting gyrations*
This brought home to me, how Meccano
can be instrumental in discovering
technical drawback during the testing
of theories.

Finally, in spite of being geared up
p
the

model ran for just under six minutes on
one winding of the motor; an astonish-
ingly lengthy run under the
stances, though I expect the * flywheel
effect of the rotating arms helped.
London S.E.15. H> J. HaUiday,

Dear Sir,—It is once again my pleas-
ant duty to write to you in thanks for
your excellent coverage of the Annual
General Meeting of the Midlands Meccano
Guild which was so kindly trended by
yourself, by Mr, D. McHard, Marketin
Manager of Meccano Ltd, and our ol
friend * Spanner *, Your article in the
anuary edition was very well
y the Guild Members who

lighted by the attendance

our
l in
received

were alt de~
of all three

representatives at the Guild's
first^A.G.M. and are well rewarded by
the interest and enthusiasm shown by the
visitors*

• Spanner * was kind enough to com-
ment on the high standards of model
building displayed at the meeting and
mentioned this in a caption on one of
the pictures of a Guild mode!. I would
like to make it dear, however, that while
1 Spanner" was no doubt personally im-
pressed by the high sandards. the Guild
does not limit any of its members on
size or scope of models and while some
members' models are outstanding
do not discourage other less
protects* Interest and genuine enthusiasm
are the principle requirements for Guild
Membership.

I have iust seen the Feb. issue of
Meccano Magazine which is an absolute
knock-out. Everything from the Fire
Service features through the wide dis-
tribution of Meccano features is absolutely
first class.

Above all, I want to thank you for the
excellent presentation of Eric Taylor's
Giant Level Luffing Crane and for the
publicity of the Guild's Building in-
structions, both in the * starred • heading
of the article itself and for the valuable

in the Workbench editorial. I

ambition*

space
I the views ofknow that 1 am expressing

the Guild as a who!e in my sentiments
and of Eric in particular.
Hall Green, Birmingham, B„ N. Lave-

Dhar Sth,—Firstly, thank you very much
for your wonderful magazine which is

far better than the old one.
I. like Mr. Kennedy (August *68 issue),

had just started getting^ the old magazine
when it ceased publication. T was indeed
thrilled to see my M
hack again.

one. in their letters, ever seems
to mention Laurie Bagley—^so I will. I

always look forward to seeing what
flown from his brush and
the cover.

aga

No

has
appears on

Keep up the good work Mr.
Baglcy.

I am very interested in making models
of Cabin Cruisers. ^Launches, Speed
Boats, etc.* out of solid pieces of Pinus
which I shape and hollow out. This
Pinus is much easier to
where I live.

rype of

Other readers might back
me on a few articles on this

modelling once in a while.
In the May *68 issue, there was an

article on making tanks out of razor
blade dispensers. I made a couple of
these ana thev turned out quite well*
Small things like that never go astray on
a wet afternoon in the workshop when
you are fust * mucking * around.

I thirk I have had my say, but once
again 1 thank you for the fab magazine

—

keep it going I

Peter Stevenson.
South Island, New Zealand.
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ITH PRICES of so many coins in so many series eigns of rhe country, following the abdication of James
rising month by month, the newcomer to numis- II who, a few years previously (1689) had fled toW

matics might be forgiven for thinking, as was often

thought in the past, that this is a rich man's hobby. English Throne—an ambition never realised, but one
m • fc m -m mm* ft * ,4 ** "V *

Ireland in effort to raise an army and re-take the

It depends, really, on the way one looks at things. To which resulted in a of political unrest. In this

those who embark on coin-collecting purely as an farthing of William and Mary was the unique example

investment then, as with any other form of investment, of conjoined heads—a form of obverse that has never

to accumulate one must
still considerable scope
and in point of fact it

small-spender obtains far more sati

There is, however, been repeated on our coins.

non-affluent enthusiast

case that the

too

must be the familiar

in teres t in g, wv,
c

Cartwheel
of condition

pieces, mirroring as

ion from his they do the revolution in coining processes. Even m

investments.
than he who thinks only in terms of profitable the most battered piece we can read the story of

Matthew Boulton. If the ' Cartwheel * coinage was his

amount of crowning achievement we should not overlook his manyFew collectors would deny, that a _
pleasure can be derived from the acquisition of an other triumphs in the Meld of engineering. His artistry

uncirculated coin, of whatever nationality or denomin- was indeed unique and his name is assured of a per-

ation it may be, but when an entire collection must be manent place in the story of numismatics the

relegated to the vaults of a Bank, there must surely be over. In his copper coinage, and the many industrial

something missing. Gone is the opportunity of brows- tokens for which he was responsible, we can learn

ing through a few odd items; of discovering perhaps much of the background of the period. Some of his

some unexpected feature, a die variation or misplaced finest work was done at a time when we were politically

mint-mark,
the story

relate.

In modem coinage,

not be as strong as in mediaeval or ancient types

nothing of being able to reflect on involved in losing our American colonies. As we look

particular specimen might be able to

the story angle

at the date, 17975 and the well-executed bust of George
III we can see our emergence into the modern world.

may
but

Apart from tokens of Matthew Boulton, how-
ever, which certainly accounted for some of the finest

as an example there is pleasure to be gained in building examples of this form of supplementary coinage, any
up a complete series of twelve-sided 3d. pieces, a com- tokens can be well worth the attention of the collector,

mentary in brass on three decades which came along Produced during periods in our history when the need
and will soon be gone. For the most
since 1937 are easily found, and if

exceptions resulted in rocketing prices, well

the dates for small change tended to be overlooked by those

one or two responsible for the Regal coinage, virtually every piece

seventeenthcan be made to tell a story. From
circulated examples of even these will eventually come century we have the particularly individual pieces,

to those who keep their eyes open. The fact that in rather crudely struck perhaps, but entirely represent-

Such conditions they may never pay for that world ative of

cruise should not worry the collector for whom the throughout
In the many towns and villages

country appeared the * coins ' of the
coin is of prime interest. There is pride in possession Butcher, Baker, Candle-maker or Inn Keeper. DifTer-
of any lovely coin, but even a badly worn piece has ent shapes (round, square, some even heart- hapc
the same historical significance. This point was brought and different sizes, most of them bore the name of the

even more forcibly to mind by a coin that I recently issuer, with his emblem, on the obverse, with the date
had given to me with the thought that it might be of and s His Half Penny ' on the reverse. A few enquiries
interest. in the appropriate often reveal that de-
The coin in question was in fact a William and Mary scendents of the issuing traders are still in the same

Farthing, Condition-wise I doubt whether it would line of business today. The changes that may have
have found its way into the lowest-priced tray in the taken place in the intervening years provide fascinating
dirtiest second-hand shop. Badly scarred with details

only just

had in its time
one

a vital

nevertheless, that it

limpses of local history. What, for instance, may have
ecome of

«( Thomas Hutchins >j
or

a Glover »»
of

many. How many hands had clasped it since
it was first issued in 1694 ? One recalled how William

in the lives of Hereford who, in 1668, issued his heart-shaped half

of Orange and Mary Stuart had become joint sover-

penny?
of " Joseph Sherwood a

Or who might have followed on in the business

Grocer" of Canterbury?
In the field of tokens the seventeenth Century are
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possibly the most to buy now-a-days, al-

though by comparison with some of the prices at which
recent Regal issues are catalogued they are still quite
reasonable, few of them rising above £4-£5 mark in
quite good condition.

en we move into the Eighteenth Century, how-
ever, we find equally interesting items, many of which

of many dealers.' sixpenny trays *

n on

still turn up in the
The designs, now, are more elaborate
earlier issues and the number of types available seems
almost unlimited. Apart from the specific * Traders *

pieces (exchangeable at the points of issue) tokens
had little purpose other than advertising came

into their own. Further types to have been pro
duced solely for the collector. Nevertheless, most of
these Jiave something to commend them, and examples

together to provideof different series can be
a cross-sectional view of our past.

'ancmg into the nineteenth Century we find
again, that many pieces are easily obtainable, and the
artistry employed in the designs is quite frequently
better than wc see in the official coinage of the country.

Simple but interesting are the little discs handed out
as * change * by various * pubs \ These relate to prac-
tically every town where a * pub ' stands, or one stood,
and arc the basis of a field of study in their own right.
More than once have I taken such a token to * mine
host * of the house t liat once issued such an item—and
if it can no longer purchase that * pint of Ale ' it can
often purchase an intriguing excursion into the past.

Manufacturers, Marketeers, they are all represented
in some form, and doubtless the * fruit machine * tokens
and the plastic transportation issues of our own time
will eventually be regarded as miniature mirrors to life

_ ^ "ft ' jiiw^

thein

" Burton
mid-twentieth

Coin Co."
Century. A
obtained at

sixpenny token of
"The Cabin" Inn

are

sometime in the 1960s what story may it teU to future
generations of collectors ?

On the borderline of tokens and legal currency _
the controversial Puffin pieces of Martin Coles Harman,
seif-stylea King of Lundv Island in 1929. Certainly
unique, the Puffin and Half-Puffin (equalling the
Penny and Hall penny) are most attractive coins and
are worthwhile additions to any collection. If their list
prices continue to rise, they arc still relatively inex-
pensive and for the most part are usually to be foundm an extremely fine condition, although some of them

prior to the

re-

had certainly circulated within the Island ,, fcW

Court case which declared them to be illegal and ^
suited in a fine being imposed on the issuer. In holding
one of these pieces one can almost hear the
w.^ „* »it3t pieces unc can almost near tne sea strikim*
the coast of this little Kingdom in the Bristol Channel",
and a visit to Lundy itself, to learn a little of the
story behind the coins seems inevitable.

n
, coins, worn or uncirculated: we have many

different phases of history from which to choose, and
apart from the commercial aspect condition, certainly,

not be regarded as all-important.
But if I seem now perhaps to be dwelling on ourown past,

*' L -•-- *
. ~, .

the medium of well-worn and easih
come by corns, this is perhaps because so many
lectors make their start on the English series,
the point of view of interest there is much in the old

col-

But from

Above left—left to right: A Ncu
lid,, Japanese Hronste Coin—

(iuinea shilling
1-ra of Temp and a

Cartwheel *

on S cents.

Top right: A selection
(British and Colonial
James II

4

of common and
includes * Gun

Cartwheel ' Id.*—Lundy—

B

coins.
and 1/-

rica

c
Fiji)

centre.
Dunkinfield

t-mrc right: Tokens and Lundy Island Pic
R
ig*

ht
T"'k

cit t0 right: Birmingham
Mcdaihon, Shakespeare 4 Oil year

George III Id.
* Pub • token,

Medallion.
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Monogram's Paddy Wagon
The newest plastic kit in Monogram**

aeries of
i4

instant fun ' car kits is another
Tom Daniel way-out creation—the
Paddy Wagon, The body is of old horse-
drawn patrol wagon type, but when
this is put on a chassis with a fully
modified engine, big, fat drag slicks,

cycle fenders and custom mag. wheels, it

is instantly transformed into a flashy
show car. The kit also has a custom
11 passenger " compartment with tufted
upholstery and wood grained seats; plenty

chrome parts, some in authentic
ornamental shapes; police station globe
tail lights and combined custom and
antique cab interior. Altogether a very
pleasing model. The kit is packed in a
big colourful box, and includes full

painting and assembly instructions, plus
a big selection of

* l cooky ** transfers.

Red Baron by Monogram
The Red Baron strikes again I One of

Monogram's all-time favourites, the Red
Baron, designed by Tom Daniel, is now
being introduced as a new bigger model.
This model, measuring over s>| inches
long, still contains many of the features
enlarged from the original. These in-
clude a 1914 Mercedes aircraft engine,
fat drag slicks on Iron Gross mag wheels,
12 sweeping exhaust tubes, twin Spandau
machine guns. German gas mask cannister
fuel tank, detailed interior and a gleam-
ing chrome German spiked helmet of
World War II vintage. The kit

contains a miniature skull sporting a

spiked helmet plus full assembly and
painting instructions.

At right:
Paddy Wagon

Monogram's
and enlarged

Pie Wagon,
Red Baron.

Monogram's Pie Wagon
Another addition to Monogram's line

of mad, mod fun cars is the Pie Wagon-
yet another of Tom Daniel's way-out
custom-built designs.
This ** Cherry Red M model

many brass and chrome parts, which is

enough to make any gourmet's mouth
water. The rear door with psychedelic
glass opens to give full access to the
packed pie-tray. The wild interior con-
tains a long, cherry-topped gear lever
and old-time racing car fuel tank. An-
other amazing feature is the slight
pension on the rear wheels
authentic.

Its engine is of th
with custom exhaust system and
Brass radiator. The wide dra
on mag-spoke wheels add to the Wagons
authenticity. These we think could have
been a little fatter at the back, and
thinner at the front.
This, as with all Monogram models

fitted together easily and quickly
finished article is very weird* yet very
pleasing. Full assembly instructions arc
included and a choice of three different

of transfers can be made.

sua-
very

e Custom Ford type,

slicks

The

typ ..o

CorgPs American LaFrance
Always an impressive scene at a fire

America, is the arrival of an American
ranee fire appliance. With its sirens

screaming and lights flashing, this 53 ft,

tractor/trailer reaches speeds
approaching 60 ra.p.h, and carries an
escape ladder extending to 100 ft., and
ground ladders to reach 208 ft.

The Corgi model is fully manned with
a driver, 4 firemen and tilterman, who
ii mounted high at the very end of the
chassis 10 steer the rear wheels. The open
tractor with 8 jewelled lights, rear view
mirrors and a host of Chrome fittings
can be unhitched from the trailer. The
escape can be raised and rotated through
360 degrees. The triple extensions to
the escape can also be raised, extending
to a height of 17I in. Half a dozen dip-
together ground ladders are stowed under
the high escape and massive extending
jacks are included to steady the trailer
when the main escape is at maximum
height.

Corgi also provide mock, dry chemical
extinguishers* tool-boxes and fire hose
faucets. All in all a very delightful
model, which costs only 37s. 6d.

Below: Corgi's American LaFrance fire appliance. It has extending and rotating
ladders plus many accessories. At right: Lone Star Flyers zooming down the loop-of-

dcath on the new flexible track.

Lone Star Flyers
A

model
Star
duce

but

mpletely new type of die-cast
car is being introduced by Lone

cts. Engineered so as to re-
friction to a minimum, these
fiv and they not only go faster,

travel far greater distances- Also a

plastic track has been provided for the
car to run on. This track, which is

set up with one end raised, is completely
flexible and can be looped to create
a dare-devil wall of death. Using two
lengths of track, the flyers can be made
to leap a gap, or jump from one level
to another.
The cars themselves, all scale models,

have windows, seats and steering wheels,
with opening doors, bonnets and boots.
All cars have relief model engines based
on the engine of the prototype.
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An Alrfix Amphibious Aircraft
Another introduction to the Alrfix Air-

craft Scries is the Grumman J2F6, known
as the l( Duck. 11 This, a singk-engincd

ane> float-plane, first flew in 1955
and subsequently did service on air-sea
rescue operations, photo-reconnaissance,
target towing and as a light transport.
It was also based on U.S. aircraft car-
riers, and was so filled with an arrester
hook and catapult points. Usually th
Duck was unarmed, but on some
occasions a flexibly mounted 0.30 in.
machine gun was fitted in the rear cock*
pit and up to 650 lbs of bombs carried.
The kit contains enough parts . to

assemble a number of variations; these
are of course the unarmed, aircraft car-
rier and armed versions. The extra parts
included arc a machine gun and mount-
ing, bomb racks, bombs and an arrester

The wheeled landing gear can
be assembled jn either the lowered or
retracted position. Transfer and painting
instructions for the J2F6 in service during
and after the 1939*45 War are included,
plus full assembly instructions.

Felt Tip Pen from Eagle %

Kveryone
used a felt

after some

at one time or another has
tip pen, and we know that
time the tip gets flattened

-.

-.- .'.

.-,

...-.
' 111!

making it difficult to write with. Eagle's
new felt tip marker called Koh-i-Dry
has been specially designed with an extra
strong tip to withstand this mugh and
constant use.

The Koh-i-Dry marker is available in
6 vivid and permanent colours—black,
blue, red, yellow, green and brown
which will mark on virtually any surface
in either thick or thin lines. The capillary
ink-feed action enables the marker to be
used at any angle without the ink in the
nib drying up—even when writing upside
down I

The colour coded
from the tip. fits

cap! when
tip, tits dghtly into the

and when replaced for a short period re-
activates the marker.

removed
b

We have used
both

this marker extensively
in the office and at home and find

most satisfactory. The Editor finds
it specially useful for writing numbers on
wings of model aeroplanes, as it gives a

it

We thinksolid line, and dries quickly.
it is very reasonable priced "at 3/3d.

The Airfix Russian Pe-2
The Vladimir Pctlyakov-designed Pe-2

low altitude dive-bomber, which played
an important role during the 1939-45
war on the Eastern Front, has become the
subject of the latest addition to the
Alrfix Series 2 range Of 1 ; 72 aircraft
kits.

The Pc-2* which first went into active
service in 1941. has two M-105 R engines,
each developing 1,100 hup. giving the
aircraft a top speed of 335 m.p.h. and a
range of over i fooo miles, Its armament
consisted of a single 7,62 mm me
gun fixed in the nose, and two 12,7 mm.
machine guns, are mounted in the rear
lockpiti and the other under the fuselage.
The aircraft also carries an inboard
bomb load of 2,200 lbs plus bomb racks
beneath the wings*
The Airfix
numbered

and

Pe-2 ung 3s.

Included
8d.,
with

has
the90

painting and assembly instructions are
transfers for both the satellite air forces

and the war-time Red Air Forces,

The Airfi* Grumman
the 4i Duck." Kit
number of

Above right:

J21 »i, known a* tnu - uuck." Kit con-
tains parts lor a number of variations.
Above: The Alrfix^ Russian Pe-2 f the full

size version of which has a top speed of
335 m.p.h. Right: The Eagle Koh-i-Dry

felt tip pen.

»

COIN COLLECTING
Continued from page 181

War II invasion issues ; types reflecting the movement
of national boundaries or the presence of occupying
forces, all history in metal discs.

Egypt is yet another country that possesses a colour-

Five Piastresand current issues of other nations, that can be blended ful past. Fingering an easily
into a representative collection to form a picture of Piece of Farouk one can wander in imagination to the
ways of life dilTerent from our own, yet not all that days of the Pharoahs, the birth of the Sphinx, the
much different.

The story of Australia can be re-told with a few
well chosen pieces even if we must, because of their

ring money was a

scarcity, leave out the Holey Dollar and
came into use following the Proclamationwhich

building of the pyramids, and back to the days when
form of national currency :

" A
golden ear-ring of half a shekel " " Two bracelets , * •

of ten shekels weight of Gold *\

To recapture the romance of the story of Hadrian's
1813, whereby the Spanish Dollar, then freely circu- Wall we need pay only a modest sum for a reasonable
lating in the New Continent, was to be transformed
into two coins (5/- and by stamping out the British

example of that Emperor's coinage, not perhaps the

centre.

So it is with many different nations; each has its

issues, but we have an
*

own reflected

Czechoslovakia
so vividly in the

brief outline of the coinage has time.

era. It can be the same
the Roman period. Perhaps with the pos-

exception of Token types, the Roman issues re-
coinage, fleet more easily than any other the events of their

appeared in an earlier * Cartwheel *). Finland, France, Through the libraries there are many facilities for
Germany, Russia

:
representative types can be obtained research and this is half the pleasure of collecting,

for

Apart
very little outlay and there is much to look for. whatever the coin, whatever the condition,

from regular issues some countries have World There s a lot more to coins than money.
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o in.-3 in., 3 in .-6 in., and 6 xn-9 in., labelling them
close, medium and extreme range respectively.
We shall not give our requirements for a hit at

these ranges right away as a second factor has to be
discussed. Remember that we are dealing with in Ian try-

men who

Part XII—INFANTRY WEAPONS

lurking about and dodging here and there
to confuse the opposition, and doubtless being properly
trained, are making the maximum use of ground
irregularities, buildings, bushes and so on, all of which
can be described as cover This is quite certainly
a vital consideration and one which must have a very
appreciable effect on the result of rifle fire or indeed
of any other infantry weapon. It is going to be a great
deal easier to hit an enemy who is standing up in the

Charles Grant
open with
who is

is crouching

whole body in full view than the one
totally concealed in a fox-hole or who

a wall. Not only does that fraction
which is visible present a very small target but much
of his anatomy is pretty well 100 per cent safe behind
the wail, or whatever he might be using as cover. On
the other hand he might be hidden by bushes, a hedge

AFTER OUR little excursion into the realm of or a fence, although this, while affording a high degree" armoured warfare, we return, as I indicated at the
f Part XI of "Battle", to the footsloggingend

of concealment which makes him a pretty difficult

o target, does provide the the wall did.

infantryman, without whom, in spite of the incredible This quite simply is the distinction between the two
sophistication of the weapons of even the period we types of cover we have to allow for in drawing up rules

are concerned with, neither battle nor campaign can be for the effectiveness rifle fire, and for the . other

successfully waged.
Way back, in t IV of

4* M
to be exact, we

made a preliminary examination of the weapons of the over only the former.

weapons we shall be considering later. * Hard * cover
provides not only concealment but protection, * soft

'

footsoldier and an
from the with
media have invested them the brin down of a

attempt was made to divorce them
which various entertainment

1 ;mg
rapidly moving target at several hundred yards range
with a pistol ' sort of thing. We also took the first

step to giving effect to these weapons in our game by
listing the maximum effective range of those we pro-
posed to

weapon,
use,

while
taking an average for each main type of

appreciating that the same sort of
weapon in different armies had probably slightly

different characteristics and capabilities. Once we have
devised a system for assessing the amount of damage
these weapons can do as an average,
work out the finer details of the different types, if he
wants his same to have more

Dice throws causing casualties

In the
open

4, S, 6

5.6

6

Soft
cover

Hard
cover

6
^

er can

nements
proper to consider in this context—that o
off the ground with the elements of the game.

is

getting

So, for our rules for rifle fire, we must make allow-
ance for the vagaries of the bullet the further it travels,

Intypes of cover
system to

as well as for the effect of both
" Battle " wc adopt the sim
assess the effect of infantry firing at infantry. We take

Right then, we begin* not unreasonably I think, with each individual soldier firing and throw one dice to

what is even today the mainstay of the infantryman, determine whether he has hit the enemy infantryman at
whom he has fired, the single throw determining both
hit and result. This is done, as with an armoured

' moving ' part of the * game move '

to wit, his rifle. As with any sort of armament, the
greater the distance that his target is from the rifleman,
the less—obvi
target being

will be the likelihood of that fight, when the

at the maximum range of the has been completed, the range being taken as it stands
rifle, which we established as being 9 in. (or 300 yards at the end of the move. One dice throw is made to

' the real thing ') the average infantryman is only represent the amount of fire the rifleman is capablein

going to have a pretty slim chance of hitting anything of during this time. No one, after all, is going to waste
letting off a whole

is

other than a "sitting duck'*. Pace out, if you like, valuable ammunition by
_.__ J-. „ i_ • *.t .. ^_ ^ _. jf :n i- t ;_^._ ..l. _ li

J

remembering that your pace300 yards,

30 in., and listen to your own sounds of surprise when
vou

is at most fusillade * into the blue '—a single, aimed
obviously more likely to uce a satisfactory *

just how tiny is the human figure at that result. So, in brief, when RED rifleman ' A * fires at
distance. The closer you are, naturally, the greater the BLACK rifleman *B \ whether or not he hits him is

chances of getting a hit, so, as for artillery armour- determined by comparing the result of the dice throw
piercing fire, we shall subdivide rifle range into three with

this

y
appropriate effect as shown in Table One,
based on the known probabilities of the

0-6 6-12
*i

12-18

18 OVERALL

THE "MACHINE GUN CONE"

results of rifle fire at the various ranges given, and at
the same time having regard to the presence or absence
of ' hard ' or * soft ' cover. Table One gives just this,

and the reader will see that effectiveness decreases until
iiie point where, at a range of 6 111.-9 in., it is

unlikely that a man behind any cover would
be hit by rifle fire that we can ignore it com
After all, just think how small the target would be

so
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You can always
' cannibalized f

make
From

your own artillery—-Self'

various Koco mod el &

collection).

propelled uuns
(David Gates

were the man hiding round the corner of a house, from
out to have a * look-see \time to time poking his

Even were he returning fire from behind the same
corner precious little of him would be in sight. It would
indeed take some fancy—not to say iucky-

to register a hit on such a minute and fleeting target.

shooting

So, briefly, when, * A ' fires ai B
"

a dice is rolled

Reference to Table One showsand the range noted.

whether the result is a hit. If it is, then 'B 1

is a
e.casualty and is forthwith removed from

Incidentally, as firing is considered to be simultaneous,
if the now defunct * B * was firing back at * A ', player
* B ' also rolls a dice to see whether his man's rifle shot

was successful, and if it is, then ' A ' is also whipped in with a felt-tipped pen or with marking ink, using
smartly off the table, (Moving simultaneously is a fine brush. In operation it is simplicity itself* being

apex at the muzzle of the

—die

occasionally the cause of wargame anomalies, but there

is a simple way of overcoming them, as we shall see

later).

M.G,
in position

and laid along the line of aim desired

advantage of its being transparent becomes apparent
From the rifle we progress to the machine gun all troops covered by it being considered vulnerable.

which, it may webe recalled,

ripod-mounted jobheavier type,

the lighter and more mobile bipod-mount ing (say, the
wartime Bren, for instance). The range we
to this most useful weapon was iS in. (being the

ed was to be the They have to be diced for as possible casualties. Again
in contrast to we have to allow for both types of cover and in Table

Two are given the dice throws required to account for

any unfortunate types who
the Cone, the effect more

included in

the range
equivalent of 606 yards) and, as for the rifle, we divide closes. If, by the way, an unlucky infantryman becomes
this into three

/

in.-6 in., 6 in,- 12 in. and 12 in,- a prey to M.G. fire when casualties are assessed, he
18 in., corresponding to close, medium and extreme nevertheless is allowed to have a crack in reply, il in

range. First of all, though, a little bit of Do-it-yourself
work is involved, for this is not just a matter of a
single round travelling in a straight line. At 600
yards even a short burst from a machine gun will firing is simultaneous
* fan out ' somewhat, and when the gunner is * travers-

range of the M.G. He might be just lucky enough
to put paid to a member of its crew, which would be

ood thing. This is due to the proviso that sucha

time to mention the
ing ' his weapon, the

,<
spread

i)
will naturally be more.

This indeed might be a
crew of a machine .sun. We assume for the purposes

"Battle"of

Table Two
Effect of machine-gun fir©) iDice throws causing casualties

to operate, so, w
that it requires a minimum of two men

one becomes a casualty, the gun

Range in inches

0-6

6-12

In the
open

3, 4, S, 6

4.5.6

12.18 5,6

Soft
cover

Hard
cover

is out of action, of course. However, it seems reason-
able to allow an ordinary infantryman to be brought

when the N.G. fires

_ —

4.5,6

5,6

6

5.6

6

in as a substitute, if avai
as normal. This we take as being a standard Rule,
then, not forgetting that the infantryman must get to

the M.G. in his normal 3 in. move and until he does
so the gun cannot fire. It might be suggested that not
every infantryman is of operating the M.G,,

This traversing operation does not

in

may I point out?
involve the tremendous sweep through about So or 90
degrees one sees often enough on t

practice would scatter a hail of bullets half across the
horizon and would be a complete waste of ammunition,
the idea being to maintain a fairly heavy concentration
of fire. However, we do have to cater for the spread
and this we can best do with the aid of a simple device,
cut from thin card, made from wire bent to shape, or
best of all cut from a piece of transparent acetate
sheet, this being the " Machine Gun Cone " illustrated
in the diagram.

hut let's be generous and assume that all our men have
that little bit of extra training which makes this

possible. After all, we can train our troops just as we
, can't we?
And in our next, we shall round off our consideration

of infantry weapons before carrying on with
more action.

some

This bit of apparatus is obviously 18 in. in
if one considers it as a triangle, is 1 in, across at

the base, this giving a * spread * at maximum range of
just over the equivalent of 30 yards. This might be a
shade more than is desirable for an arc of fire, but it

will suffice, as the device would have little use in re-
presenting machine gun fire if any narrower. It is

divided into the suggested ranges the lines being drawn

\ somewhat risky operation !—a tank commander pops
fur a breather. Let's hope no enemy sniper is about.

up

«
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Ground crew members loading 13.5 cm.
rockets under the wings ot a SAAB
105XT which, in this arctic scenery at

Yidsel, also curries two gun pods each
housing one 30 mm* cannon

,;

.*. ..-..

'

2.2), but will normally fly at 1,350 m.p.h. (Mach 2,05).
at which speed it has a maximum range of 4,250 miles.

Being tailless deltas, both types of SST land with
their noses high in the air. That is why their nose-
cones, forward of the flight deck windows, are

by John W. R.

during the landing approach, to give pilots an improved
iorward view. First to fly with a droop-snoot of this
kind was the Fairey Delta 2 research aircraft which
set up the World's first over-iooo-m,p.h. speed record
back in 1956.

Later, the Delta 2 was modified into the BAC 221,
its original straight delta wing replaced by a small-

scale replica of the Concorde's ogee wing. This enabled
BAC and Sud-Aviarioo to study the behaviour of the
new-shape wing in high-speed flight long before the
full-size airliners were completed.

to learn that Andrei

*

RUSSIA'S MINI-CONCOROSKI

U was,
Tupolcv's

therefore, no surprise
design team also fitted an

VV HEN
with a small-scale replica

THE Tupolev Tu-144 supersonic airliner for initial flight testing. Their

existing
of the wing of their SST,

" mini-Concordski "

flew for the first time on December 31st, 1968, research machine, revealed when photos showed it

it was inevitable that our newspapers would refer to it escorting the Tu-144 during the latter's first flights, is
- "- ~ -

-
ft MiG-21 fighter. It was a good choice, asas the " Concordski With its curved delta

wing, four engines in two long underwing ducts and the standard MiG-21 is very much a "pilot's aero-
drooping nose, it is very much a twin sister of the
Anglo-French Concorde.
"^In size and performance, also, the two pioneer SST's

(supersonic transports) are very similar. The Tu-144 Cold Weather Fighter

plane ", pleasant and easy to fly, and ought to make a
first-class research aircraft.

is 180 ft. long, with a span of 81 ft. and take-off weight Combat aircraft designed Tor service in countries like
of 330,000 lb., and is intended to carry up to 121 pas- Sweden have to remain operational when the tempera
sengers. The Concorde has a length of 193 ft., span ture drops well below zero. The little Saab-iosXT

* - 4 m a m at * j. - —_ _ _ ._ ~^

of 84 ft., loaded weight of 367,0001b. and accommoda- twin-jet trainer light attack aircraft showed its capa
tion for 128 passengers.
The turbojets fitted in the Russian aircraft are Kuznet-

sov NK-144's, each rated at 28,660 lb. thrust or

bilities in this respect when Winter came a month
earlier than usual in 1968.
The prototype 105XT was at Vidsel, in North

38,580 lb, with afterburning. Comparable ratings for Sweden, last October when the snow came. It had
the Olympus 593*s in the Concorde prototype are already completed weapon trials in which full salvoes
32,825 lb. and 37>400 lb. respectively. The Tu-144 is of twelve heavy rockets and full magazines of cannon
designed to cruise at 1,550 m.p.h. (Mach 2.35 or

—_ w T -^„.~ -.»w ,^ & ^^.,v ^w ^. ._« ***** iiiw^^iiitj V* vaiuiyii

ammunition had been fired at a speed of 560 m.p.h.Mvai6w,.u iu i-iujo*, ai m.,3j\j 111. p. 11., \1naw11 i-^Jj U* JiiuiuuiuiUll 11UU VCdl 1HCU. HI a SpCCU Ul }OU IXl.p.n.

2.35 times the speed of sound) for 4,040 miles at a After the rockets had exploded on target, the aircraft
height of 65,000 ft. The slightly larger Concorde will was deliberately flown through the smoke to prove that
have a maximum cruising speed of 1,450 m.p.h. (Mach the gases would have no effect on the smooth running
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At
set

tap right: The Fairey Rutodyne built
up i speed record of 190 tti.pJu

model i*f the TU 144 in a wind

some 10 years
centre: A

tunnel.
sicale

gines

I 5°C
mJ its 2,850 lb. thrust General Electric J85-1
When the temperature dropped suddenly ro

by day and — 25 C by night, Saab engineers decided to

carry out one more test. The 105XT was left parked
out in the open with loaded guns. Next morning the
engines were started by using the aircraft's own battery,
after which an air firing test was made, with complete
success.

Canadian Pacific Go Gay
to fifteen years ago, Canadian Pacific was

regarded as simply a railway company with an airline,

some ships and some trucks. Today, it is a vast organi-
sation, with many dif
adopted a new public to reflect this

sation, with many different interests, and has rec
It* 31image

Canadian Pacific Airlines, for example, has become
Air; and, like all other Canadian Pacific vehicles,

buildings and publications, its aircraft carry
tail-fin a new symbol. This is described as

"
on their

a por
of a square to represent stability, a segment of a ci

to suggest global activities and a triangle to denote
motion and movement."
The complete new paint-scheme is very vivid

on CG-CPU, the first of CP Air's fleet of seven
twtn-jet Boeing 737-217 airliners. The strips running
down from the top of the flight deck to beneath the
rear fuselage on each side, and the triangle on the tail,

are red. The top of the fuselage and most of the tail-fin

are orange, this being the basic colour for the CP Air
symbol.
The colour of the symbol is red for CP Rail vehicles,

blue for CP Transport, green for CP Ships, grey for

CP Hotels and yellow ochre for CP Telecommunications.
It may be some time before the new paint-schemes

become a familiar sight in the U.K., as they are being main rotor. In

3

to

respectively. Eventuall
add a bright splash of colour
scene, and we may one day reach the
fashion-conscious ladies will

hovered like a helicopter, using the power from its

wing-mounted engines to drive

cruising flight, it was able to '* convert " to an autogyro
configuration, with the main rotor windmilling freely in

however CP Air's DCS- will t^ie airflow and all the power of the engines being used

applied to existing ships and aircraft only when the
undergo their annual drydocking and

the British airport to drive conventional propellers. Added to the fact

stage where t^lat ^ ^ao- fixed-wings to orf-load the rotor in flight,

to

airline whose livery matches best their new

300 m.p.h. Chopper

the this enabled it to cruise at much higher speeds than an
ordinary helicopter.

Sikorsky have adopted the same principle for their

new S-65 compound design. Intended for military
Ten years ago, on January 5th, 1959, a rotorcraft and civil transport, rescue and surveillance duties, this

named the Fairey Rotodyne set up a speed record of helicopter would be powered three 5 ,000-h .p

.

190.0 m.p.h. over a 100-km. circuit which has never turboshaft engines, two in underwing nacelles and one
been beaten. Like so many other fine British aircraft, inside the main rotor fairing. All three engines would
it was soon scrapped by the government, not because be able to drive the main and tail rotors for take-off
it didn't work but to save money. And, again true to and landing, and the propellers in forward flight. Top
form, it has been left to foreign aircraft companies to speed is estimated at nearly 300 m.p.h., with a cruising
realise the potential of a British idea and turn it into speed of 26s m.p.h.
profit-making reality.

The Rotodyne was
helicopter or con

is

ane

If ordered now, the compound S-65 could be flying

known as a compound within three years. Up to 86 passengers would be
It took off, landed and carried for 260 miles by the civil version.

At left: The TU 144
wheels down (usual For
large aircraft). I scort is

21 with a seated down

in Hi ght with
early flights of

a modified JVlig

TU 144 wing. v.

At right: The BAC 221 delta' research air-

craft, was re- designed and re-built from
the former Fairey Delta 2- This was to

the ogee wing shape as used on
the Concorde.
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stamps from 1946 onwards have incorporated a George
Cross in their design. Special sets commemorating the
award were issued in 1957 5 1959 and 1961^ while
a handsome series of three large-sized stamps appeared
in 1967 to mark the 25th anniversary of the award.
Two orders of chivalry have appeared on Common-

wealth stamps. The colonial omnibus design for the
Silver Jubilee of King George V depicted the collar
and badge of the Order of the Garter, while the Indian
Jubilee stamps featured the Most Exalted Order of the

inStar of India. The Order of the Garter,

, is one of the oldest in existence—as well as one1

of the most exclusive, being confined to 26 Knights.
The Star of India was instituted in 1861 and has been
in abeyance since India became independent in 1947

France and her colonies have contributed sever fine

medals on stamps. In 1952 a stamp showed die premier
award, the Medaille Militaire, to celebrate its centenary.
Both the 1852 and 1952 versions of the decoration were
featured. Algeria and twelve colunial territories eacfc

issued a stamp for die same occasion. The 150th
of the Academic Palms was marked in

1959 by a stamp showing this unusual decoration which
consists of a palm wreath suspended from a violet
ribbon. France and Algeria issued stamps in 1954 to
mark the 150th anniversary of the first award of the

^HE RECENT news that an American pilot was Legion d'Honneur. The common design of the stamps
awarded fewer than nine medals for showed Napoleon holding the first investiture in 1804.

gallantry during a six months 1 tour of duty in Vietnam More recently a 40c. stamp has appeared to celebrate
reminds me that although the United States has been the golden jubilee of the Croix de Guerre instituted in
generous in the issue of medals none of them lias yet 19 15 and awarded in large numbers in both World
appeared on a postage stamp. The nearest to this, I Wars.
suppose, is the stamp released by the Arab sheikhdom
of Ajman in memory of the late President Kennedy silver

Mongolia issued a set of stamps in 1946 to mark the
of independence and showed the 5th

and showing him being decorated with the Navy Cross Anniversary and Victory Medals. North Korea pre-
fer bravery in the Pacific theatre of operations during duced a set of five stamps in 1950 featuring the Order
the Second World War. Another unusual stamp was of Merit, while the following year saw two stamps
that issued by Belgium in 1957 and showing General depicting the Order of Li Sun-sin and the Military
Patton decorating Brigadier General McAuliffe with Medal. Poland has featured a number of her medals
the D.S.C. after his successful defence of Bastogne on stamps; the Cross of Independence (1933), the
during the Battle of the Bulge Partisans* Cross and Grunwald Cross (1958), the Cross
Although Britain is much more conservative when it of the Silesian Insurgents (1961). Poland's highest

comes to awarding medals, no fewer than four of her award, the Virtuti Militari Cross, has appeared on
orders and medals have appeared on stamps. In fact several stamps. It was awarded to the city of Warsaw
the earliest stamp in this theme was a large brown and this was recognised on the 55g. stamp issued by die
stamp from the Australian state of Victoria which, government exiled in London during the war. It also
appropriately enough, showed the Victoria Cross. This appeared on stamps issued in 1958 and 1965.

The 150th anniversary of the Military Order of
William was marked in 1965 by a handsome 1 guilder

stamp was valid for a pennyworth of postage but sold
for is., the premium going to a Boer War charity fund
in 1900. Since its inception in 1S56 only 1,347 Victoria stamp released by Holland. Founded by King William I

Crosses have been won,
awarded to Rambahadur

the most recent having been in 18 15, it was awarded " for most conspicuous acts of
Limbu in the North Borneo bravery in the presence of th

campaign.
In 194 1 King George VI created two new gallantry

awards—the George Cross and the George Medal,

e enemy
honour of

the best known award the island

mtenoea primarily for civilians and members of the
armed forces in actions where purely military honours
would not normally be granted. Of the George Cross

was that made to
" to honour her

brave people
devotion that will long be glorious in history."
citation for diis award was reproduced on the

fortress of Malta on 15th April 1942,
witness to a heroism and

The
to

definitive
3d

In 1968 Turkey
issued two stamps in honour of die Independence
Medal. But pride of place in the medal stakes must go
to Russia which has issued no fewer than 59 stamps
since 1943, depicting the numerous orders, medals and
decorations of the Soviet Union. These range from the
Order of Victory, a five-pointed platinum star studded
with diamonds and rubies, awarded to generals whose
success on the scale of one or several fronts has resulted
in a radical change in the situation in favour of the
Red Army. At the other end of the scale is the Medal
of Valour which carries with its a pension of 10 roubles

of 1956* while numerous Maltese a montii and free travel on the tramcars.
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Malmstrom
jl/TAYBE YOU found that last model aeroplane you join on cither side with two small squares of nylon,
XTJ

- built a bit on the difficult side. Well restore your silk, or thin liner. Cut the windshield from thin
confidence with SLEEKSTAR. This little job really acetate sheet and cement in place.
is easy to

and have some Hying fun.

so go on spoil yourself, build Sleekstar Now for the wing. This is easily made in two parts,
and these are then cemented together. Trace the

th

Trace the parts onto tracing paper and transfer them wing panels from the plan, transfer to ?h sheet and cut
out. Curving the wing panels cement the ribs in place,

" ing with modelling pins as shown. Take care with
to be set at an

to balsa sheet. Cut the fuselage shape A from i in.

sheet, taking care to accurately cut the angled part at

i front Cut out tV in. side pieces At and cement the end (or root) ribs. These
to front of fuselage shape as shown on plan. Cut angle. Use the wing root template (x) cut from J in.

fuselage top B from ^ in. sheet (medium grade sheet in the way shown on the plan. When the ribs

be used for your entire model by the are set remove all pins and the template. Cement the
Cement fuselage shape A underneath fuselage two wing panels together and check for equal dihedral

Bend the rear rubber motor hook from 20 s.w.g. (upward tilt of the wing panels from centre to tip).

wire, cement in place,

piece of silk or nylon
and hold firmly with a small Check also by looking along the wing panels from the

well cemen ted " over the wire. tip for warps. If the is twisted, just twist outK^Vt v/A «3UR KJL liTlVUi, %> %*14 ^W I i-lVi I S.tU UVU Ult Wilt,. **tT -^~ --v-*^«. ** w*^ rrut^ M IT»WIVUj )U3L L"IOL WUL
Cut the tailplane and fin from *»V in. sheet. Note the the warp and hold the wing panel in the steam from
small cuts in the rear edges of the fin and tailplane. a kettle for about a minute. Mind your fingers f Re
These cuts will make adjustments of the fin or tail- move from the steam, still holding in the correct

plane much easier later on. two strips of position for another two minutes ing panel
in. sq. balsa under the tailplane as shown, and then should then be true and warp free. Remember warps

cement it to the rear end of fuselage top B. Check
j
n Your wing can prevent your model from flying. Add

that the tailplane is at right angles to the bottom of incidence piece Y to the front centre part of the wing,
the fuselage. Cement fin and fin strake (c) to fuselage and support pieces Z to the centre rear. The wing is

top and tailplane. Make sure it is perfectly upright. now complete and can be mounted on the top of the
Reinforce the join between fin and tailplane with fuselage, and held by two 2 in. rubber bands looped
strips of fs in. sq. Cut two lengths of $g in. dowel over the dowel rods and the top of the wing. Now get
rod (or carefully sandpaper round two matches) and, a 21 in. length of £ in. strip rubber and tie it to form
push them through the cut-outs on fuselage shape A. a 10J in Lubricate this loop with rubber lubri-

Cement them firmly to the underside ot fuselage top B. cant
,.
(Humbrol rubber lubricant in 1/- tubes

Now to the propeller block assembly,
is

excellent). Slip the rubber loop over the hook on the
propeller drive shaft and the rear hook. Sleekstar is

take
time over this and drill the pans accurately. Your
reward will be a really smooth and accurately running now complete. By the way, on no account dope your
propeller. Cut block D from £ in. sheet, and drill to model.
take a 20 s.w.g, wire propeller drive shaft. Cut two Before test flying, it is essential to balance vour

_ . . model. Push a pin tied to a length of thread into the
and cement them to front and rear of block D, lining balance point marked on the plan. The model should

pieces (Di) from & or fit plywood, drill holes as shown

up all the holes. Form a hook in a 2J in.

length of 20 s.w.g. wire.

of block D, making sure it turns very easily. Slip onto

approx.
Insert the wire from the rear

the wire two cup washers, and then the propeller,
the end of the wire into a_' U * shape so that it engages
the

woo
Our own Sleekstar has a 6 in. dia. KK

hang level. If it does not the wing can be moved a little

forwards or backwards to obtain correct balance.
Test glide over long grass on a calm day. From a

shoulder high launch Sleekstar should glide straight
and land about 20-25 fcet in front of you. If it turns,
bend the rear edge of the fin in the opposite direction

propeller. Alternatively, you can use a KK 5 to the turn. Only a slight amount of bending will be
in. dia. plastic propeller. The wooden prop, gives a necessary. If the model dives bend up the rear edge of
slightly better flying performance, and can be fitted the tailplane about iWs in. and vice versa if it stalls
with a simple free-wheel device (see plan). Both types You can now wind up the propeller about 150 turns.
of propeller can be purchased from your model shop. Sleekstar should climb away from vour hand cruise
Then cement the completed propeller block assembly for a short distance and then glide into land. You can
to die angled portion at the front of fuselage shape A. gradually increase the number of turns to about
Check that the propeller shaft when viewed from the

o

top is neither pointing to right or left. Reinforce the and give you lots of fun.

when Sleekstar will really turn in some exciting flights,





Bearing
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A compact 3-Specd and Reverse Gearbox with authentic ** H "
gate-change, designed and huilt by Air. Phil Ashworth of Kirk
Ella, Hull. As Tar as we can trace, this is the most successful
" H ** gatc-chunge unit we have ever featured in Meccano

Magazine.

way, it has become obvious that there is considerable
demand among advanced vehicle builders for what is

often described as a " proper " gate-change gearbox,
i.e., a gearbox with a change lever working in a

a
gate

5>

that allows the lever to be moved in an accepted sequence
such as the popular H pattern

In view of the high number of gearboxes we have
featured in the M.M. over the years, this demand may
come as a surprise to some readers, but the fact remains
that, as far as I can trace, we have never presented a
really satisfactory gate-change example. (If any of you
Old Hands can prove me wrong, mind you, I'm more
than readv to stand corrected!) Now, however, thanks
to the skill of Mr. Phil Ashworth of Kirk Ella, Hull in
Yorkshire, we are able to change the whole situation.

Mr. Ashworth has supplied me with a superb 3-speed
and reverse unit incorporating an «« H »>

gate that
works beautifully and, in addition to this, the whole
thing is so compact that it can be included in almost
any even medium-sized model, let alone a large con-
struction.

As the accompanying photographs show, the frame-
work is built up from two 5^ in. Angle Girders I, to
each of which two 3 x i| in. Flat Plates 2 are bolted,

at the same time fixing a shaped li in. Wiper Arm 3
(Elektrikit Part No. 532) to the inside of the vertical

flange of each Girder. The horizontal flanges of
Girders 1 are then connected by two overlapping 3! in.

Flat Girders 4, the securing Bolts also fixing a 2 J x 1 in.

Double Angle Strip 5 to the underside of one of the
Angle Girders and two 1 x 1 in. Angle Brackets 6,

their free lugs 3 in. apart, to the other Girder. Note
that Washers are added to the securing Bolts, not only
because the Bolts pass through the elongated holes 01
Flat Girders 4, but also to prevent the shanks of the
Bolts projecting too far into the interior of the gearbox.
Now journalled in the inside holes in the lugs of

Double Angle Strip 5 is a 4 in. Rod 7, a 4! in. Rod 8
journalled in the corresponding holes in Am;le

Brackets 6. Both Rods are free to slide in their bearings
and both carry two Collars 9 outside the lugs, as well
as a further Collar 10 and a Pawl with boss n inside

way—if not the only way—I the lugs. A f in. Bolt is screwed into one tapped bore
A have of sensing the feelings of Meccano model- of each Collar 10.
builders ts through the large amount of mail I receive. The head of the Bolt fixed in Collar 10 on Rod 7

Gateschange
PERHAPS

e pressure of work sometimes prevents me from engages between a Collar and a J in. Pinion 12 on a
answering letters, I can assure you that I do read them 3A in. Rod journalled in the lugs of Double Angle
when they come in and, over a period, these letters Strip 5 to form one of the sliding layshafts, Pawl 11
tend to give me a good idea of the general concensus making contact with the sideplates of the gearbox so
of opinion on matters relating to the hobby. In this as to hold the Bolt in position. Also mounted on the

In this view of the Gearbox, one of the sideplates has been
removed to show the layout of the layshafts and the lays haft-

control rods.

A11
input

underside
and

v ivw of the
output shafts.

extended

Gearbox showing the layout
Note the use of Washers

of
27

the
for

packing purposes
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In this close-up
mechanism, the

of lite input end of Mr.
position of the free-running

is clearly shown.
revent-

Ashworth's
Piniun

Rod arc a \ in. Pinion 13 and a second Collar, the
latter acting as a stop. The head of the f in. Bolt
secured in Collar 10 on Rod 8 engages between two
Collars on a 4 in. Rod journalled in Angle Brackets 6.

Acting as the other lay shaft, this Rod carries, in addition
to die Collars, a Washer, a f in. Pinion 14, a £ in.

Pinion 15 and two further Washers. Corresponding
Pawl 11 again makes contact with the sideplates to

hold the h in. Bolt in place.

Returning to the framework, two Angle ^ia^v^,
_ ether with two Fishplates 16, are bolted one to

each Angle Girder 1, then the Angle Brackets are joined
by a 2 in. Strip 17, to which two further Fishplates

are bolted, using their elongated holes. The free ends
of these Fishplates are brought together so that their

holes coincide, then three 1 X 1 in. Angle Brackets 18,

19 and 20 are bolted to the underside of Flat Girders 4
in the positions shown.

Journalled in Angle Brackets 18 and 19 is the input Before finishing, I should mention that, under normal
circumstances, $ in. Pinions will not mesh with } in.shaft, supplied by a 3| in. Rod carrying, between the

lugs of the Brackets, two £ in. Pinions 21 ond 22 and a Pinions owing to the standard J in. spacing of the holes

occasion,
by

} in. Pinion 23. Fixed on the Rod outside the Bracket in Meccano Strips and Plates, etc. On this

is another J in. Pinion 24, die Rod passing only part- however, Phil Ashworth has overome the
way into its bore. Free in the remaining part of the

bore is the output shaft—another 3 A in. Rod, journalled
*

in

17.

em
use of the elongated holes in Angle Girders

Flat Girders 4, thus
in

the Doubi
Bracket 20 and the Fishplates bolted to Strip Strips and Angle Brackets forming the bearings

Mounted on this Rod are a i in. Pinion 25, a f in

Pinion 26, nine Washers 27 and a loose Collar 28, held
the parallel Rods to be positioned that much
together. Wiper Arms 3, by the way act as friction pads

in place by a fixed Collar. A Large Fork Piece 29 is to hold Rods 7 and 8 in position—a very clever idea!
fixed to Collar 28, a Washer and Nut on the shank of
each securing Bolt the Bolts from fouling

the output shaft. Secured in the boss of this Fork
Piece is a 2 in. Rod serving as the gear- lever

and carrying the spider from a Universal Coupling im-
mediately above the Fork Piece, whereas a Handrail
Coupling is fixed on the end of the Rod.
opposite bores of the spider are two of

in

special

shouldered screws included in the Universal Coupling
jnd these should engage neatly between Collars 9 on
Rods 7 and 8. A Universal Coupling is fixed on the

end of the shaft, while a I in. Pulley with Rubber
Ring is fixed on the end of the input shaft.

Coming back again, to the framework, Flat Plates 2 New Meccano Club
are join

atta<

116
136 a

140
147a
155
532
Universal
Coupling
" spider "

, as shown > by three 2 in. Strips 30, 31 and 32,
hed by Angle Brackets. Journalled in Strip 30

It now gives me very great pleasure to report the

introduction of a brand new Meccano Club out in

and in an Angle Bracket bolted to Strip 31 is a i£ in. Lancashire, at Poulton-le-Fylde. Formed in November
Rod on which arc fixed, in order, a Collar, three Washers, last year, the new Organisation has chosen the name
a I in. Pinion 33 and two more Washers. Pinion 33 is

in constant mesh with Pinion 21.

eton Meccano Club " with, as its adult

Arnold Heathcote of 31 Blackpool Road,
Finally, the " gate " is from ail in, Carleton, Poulton-le-Fylde. Founder members include

Angle Bracket 34 and a \ x $ in. Angle Bracket 35. Paul and Phillip Bamber, Peter Hallam and David
The former is bolted to Flat Girders 4 and strengthened Heathcote, all of Poulton-le-Fylde, plus Christopher

by an Angle Bracket bolted to Angle Bracket 20, while Birkettof Thornton
the latter is bolted to a 1 in. Triangular Plate fixed to

Fishplates 16.

In operation, when the gear lever is

On December 3, the Club held its second meeting
at which Philip Bamber showed a 4-wheel Drive Mech-

to the anism he had built. Mr. Heathcote on the odier hand,

upper left position, layshaft 8 is moved forward to demonstrated a morse practice oscillator and also gave

bring Pinion 14 into mesh with Pinion 33, Pinions 15 a talk on the Army heliograph, once used by the British

and 26 being in constant mesh, thus

Movement of the gear lever togear
ositlon disenages Pinions 14 and 23, but
inion 14 with Pinion 22 to give first gear.

giving reverse

the lower left

Army for signalling in Morse Code. Such diversifica

tion of interest is a very good diing, as was mentioned
in the Meccano Magazine Handbook, given free with

Second the December issue of the M.M. It certainly helps to

gear is obtained by moving the lever to the upper foster interest in the activities of a Club and allows

right position in the gate to bring Pinion 12 into mesh members to obtain the fullest enjoyment from their

with both Pinion 24 and Pinion 25. Top gear is found own Organisation.

in the lower right position when Pinion 13 meshes with The Carleton Meccano Club now hold meetings very

Pinion 23 at the same time as Pinion 12 meshes with regularly and anyone in the area interested in joining

Pinion 25 should contact the Leader at the address given above.
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left hit Steam Ploughing
the ** Model

Alt Hindmarsh poses with
inc and the fc

* Meccano Cup " he won at

eer Exhibition ". He has every right to look pleased
the competition was very close*

Ah

Alf Hindmarsh gained the trophy, despite the
presence of perhaps technically superior models, for a
variety of reasons, most important of which was the
originality of the subject on which the model was based.
We took the photographs reproduced here, but I wrote
to Alf, asking for some background information on the
model. His reply was
the relevant of

so interesting

should be
interest of other readers.

(or

the

<i Now to the Plough," he says It is the tirst large
free-lance model I've ever built, and took all of five

nths to complete. I had served my " apprenticeshiptttft

MODEL
EXHIBITION

on the pre-war super models, so wanted to build some-
thing ambitious. Steam has always fascinated me and,
during the years, Meccano enthusiasts and Meccano
themselves have built some superb traction engines. I
¥ f nted to tackle something different but in the same
vein. Then I remembered an excellent article that

appeared on page 16, January, 1963 Meccano Magazine
on " Ploughing by Steam," with a very unusual photo-

Steam ploughing engine wins the Meccano SraPn of a twin drum Ploughing Engine. This is the

Cup for a Lincoln reader.

Reported by Spanner.

Fowler No. 414 built in 1867. Later methods of
ploughing by steam use " sister " engines, one each side

of the field and in certain areas, these can still be seen
in use. Last year, for example, I saw a pair working
the land just outside Nottingham,

However, my model is different in as much as itLL OF us with Meccano Magazine wish to extend
our heartiest congratulations to Mr. Alf Hindmarsh is a single engine, the cable passing from one of the

of Lincoln who won the Cup for the most outstandin drums round a *' dolly " and back again to the other
model entered in the Meccano model-building com- drum. On it was carried the balance plough with a
petition at the 38th Model Engineering Exhibition held man riding it

in from December 31 to January 11. This is The illustration in the M.M. was the base I used
the first time that Meccano has been included in the to build the model, and I also found the book
Exhibition, therefore Mr. Hindmarsh is the first person

••. A
of Traction Engines " very useful for detail

in history to win a Cup, specially donated by Meccano work. The model posed its own problems, because the
Ltd., for his model-building skill. engine is very unorthodox in as much as the crankshaft

and flywheel are at the smoke-box end and the cylinder

and valve chest at the other. Mainwheels are at the

back, because the engine went from site to site, smoke
box trailing. Problem No. I was where to start, and I

decided to build the boiler, starting with the smoke box
door and chimney. The boiler is of the " locomotive **

type because of the length needed for the cable drums.
The door opens

Slotted

i«

on hinges, and I used a Ball Race
s, Rod and Strip Connectors and

Handrail Supports, to give the heavy appearance of this

unit. Small Threaded Pins were utilised for the locking
clamps.

I had noticed that on none of the steam traction

engines I'd seen, was there a good joint between the
boiler and chimney stack. I found, however, that the
comparatively new Flexible Gusset Plates, suitably

formed, made an ideal joint, just large enough to take

a 1 £ in. Pulley Wheel with small Driving Band. You
were good enough to publicise this idea in Among the

Model- Builders last This formed
the large chimney stack, for which I used
I presume the chimney on the original was
reduce fire risk.

" The boiler was built in
1

Plates and using Circular
stages, buttinj? the Strip

Girders at every joint. I

found these gave a well-formed appearance to the model.
At intervals I used 2 in. flexible brass Strips from the
Elektrikit to give the brass bou

This view of the Steam Ploughing Engine shows All**
Boiler/Chimney Stack joint with a flexible Gusset Plate*

the very neat appearance of the model as a whole.

neat
Note
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This close up shows the Winding Drum complete
to simulate greased cubic and well con-

structed link gear. Centre: The Valve Gear works well

a piece of very good engineering design.

Top right:
with stained

and is

from Jim Gamble of Nottingham 1 I had to

remember to add the necessary external parts required

as I knew thata if I made the boiler too long, I would
be in difficulties getting inside it. A point to remember
is the model ended up about 3 ieet long,

" Next to come was the crank-shaft , valve eccentrics

and flywheel—difficult tasks as I had to build up the

crankcase on a curved surface. I overcame this eventu-
ally by using Curved Strips attached to Angle Brackets,

5 1 X i in. Double Angle Strips to form a base.

Flat Girders were used for the crankcase and gearbox
sides, and Double Arm Cranks were very necessary as

The transmission shaft is vertical, paralleled

shafts to each cable drum. Bevel gearing was
used for the transmission drive, and a Power Drive
Unit was concealed between the drums under the boiler.

This enabled me to connect the transmission drive to

the crank-shaft, and also conn th

drives. These are operated by hand, allowing the drum
and the other drum to release it. Ito feed in cable,

found that Bell Cranks fitted with suitable Pinions
could be swung in position and would remain in mesh

ction, and swing away, when the engine wasin one
reversed. At one stage I realised that ihe drums would
feed cable in on the inside,

extra Pinion to counteract
so I had to squeeze in an
is, and reverse the move-

ment. This was so the cable cleared the massive main
wheels.

" These are two large Flanged Rings, fitted with
sixteen spokes Bush Wheels and Flexible Plates for the
rims. On one side I fitted a spur gear differential, and
the other a hand-operated drum brake.

it Next came the Stephenson motion which
operates the valve mechanism, after I had fitted the

cylinder valve chest and cross head guides. To simulate

the inspection and servicing doors, on the valve chest,

I found the i£ X i£ in. Flat Plates very useful. I put
the Bolts inside, with the Nuts on the outside.

" The governor, using small loaded hooks as the

weights, was another em it to be
sandwiched in between the cross head guides and valve
slum. This was overcome by using a Chimney Adaptor
and suitable bevel gearing. Belt drive was used between
the crank-shaft and governor pulley.

C( Levers controlling the link mechanism and main
wheel-drive were added, then the bulkhead was fitted

with all the features, such as steam pressure gauge,
water gauge, operating lever, valves, fire box, doors and
steam pipes. The cab was completed with coal bunker
and tool box.

After this, the front steering was set

Circular Girders once more, suitably

up, using
worm drive, through bevel gearing to the chains which

the movement of the wheels. Here I used
. The

front wheels were fitted with a form of gimbal mounting
to give the three-point suspension needed for rough,
uneven conditions.

*' At last it was nearing completion, and I could
begin to tit the details which enhance a model, such as

the lamps, water pipe, attestor chains on the front

wheels to prevent oversteering^ and I wound the drums
with cable. This consisted of heavy string, stained

with blue/black ink, and greased with black boot
polish. A distinctly messy business, it took me twenty
minutes to get my hands clean again 1

»»

At right: The Speed
neat construction and

Governor U belt driven. Again note the
flush boiler plate joins. All of the model

wav thought up with the aid of just one photograph.
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by

Chris Jelley

PHANTASY AND smash television hits—that seems

Anderson and his back-up generation, Century 21.

to be the result of the inventive genius of Gerry

Think of world
" Thunderbirds " or

famous T.V. series

equally
puppet

famous " Captain
Scarlet and the Mysterons " and you are thinking of
the work of Gerry Anderson. He has revolutionised
puppetry with his detailed stories, his lavish sets and
his futuristic outlook, but perhaps more important, his
past successes have not drained him of ideas, On the
contrary, he has now produced yet another
clever, drama-packed show, ** Joe 90,'* currently
running on commercial television.

In a nutshell, "Joe 90" depicts the work of the
World Intelligence Network—W.I.N, for short, Star
ot the show is top secret agent Joe McClaine, code-

Wm~ i as lMJiu Hate us Uh <c Twl Fi*S -

y Toy No.
Joe's Car,

il

I JWJTJWjK * ji/i * 102 JOE'S CAR

Dink
102 joe s i>ar, is

based on one of
the vehicles in the

popular
television series

Joe 90 ". Joe's
Car is sold com-
plete with a special
display platform,
but, because of
storage deteriora-
tion,, the battery
for the Hashin
engine exhaust

not included.

named Joe 90 who, within the context of die show, is

the adopted son of Mary and Ian McClaine, the latter

a Professor of Electronics. Professor McClaine has
developed a complex electronic brain capable of trans-
ferring the knowledge, personality and skills of any
chosen individual to Joe, and it is by taking over
somebody's " life " in this way that Joe is able to
perform his tasks. Once he has absorbed the desired
knowledge, Joe is able to tune into it, when necessary,
by donning a pair of special glasses into which electrodes
are built. Without the glasses, he is his normal self.

Anyone who has seen the T.V, Show will know
it bristles with fantastic machinery, equipment and
vehicles, the most interesting example of the last being
oe s car itself.

According to

Professor McClaine
than appearance.
turbine aero-engines, the car travels not only on land
but also flies at some 300 m.p.h., and can take to the
water where it had a speed of 70 knots. Land speed
is 200 m.p.h.

21, this was hand-built by
designed for efficiency radier

Powered by fully-exposed twin

Century 21 might describe Joe's Car as being designed
more for efficiency appearance, but I personally

-rent, it has the added attractions

Gerry Anderson's previous series

think that its appearance is far more intriguing than any
car model to be seen today. Rugged, functional
above all, entirely

of extending wings and a pair of fold-up fins on tele

scopic trailing arms. For road and sea travel, the wings
retract into the
The success

" Thunderbirds " and ** Captain Scarlet " was matched
by the success of Dinky Toys models of vehicles appear-
ing in the two series. In the first case we had FAB 1

and Thunderbird 2 with Thunderbird 4 while, in the
second case, we had the S.P.V., the S.P.C. and
M.S.V. Now with a new series on the screens, Dinky

not been slow in upholding their reputation, As
I write this, in fact, just beginning to come of the

die

Binns Rd production
Joe's Car !

lines is a fabulous model oi-

wait for ft
" Fabulous " is the word I used here and " fabulous "

(As if you hadn't guessed I)

is the word I meant I was quite captivated
by this brand new Dinky. It is, as far as I can tell, an
exact reproduction of the T.V. original in general detail,

wit!; the same rugged appearance and twin turbine
engines as well as the long undercarriage legs, the correct

T

timing, struts and ^ projections," and the enc
cabin—complete with a miniature Joe at the controls
Features don't stop here, however. Admittedly, when
the model is taken out of its box it is dressed for road
travel, but, if a little button built into the left-hand side
of the body is pressed, two wings shoot out of the sides
and, at the same time, the fins on their extending rods
shoot rearwards.

It's all very fascinating, but there's even more to
come. The simulated turbines, with a bright plated
finish, feed into a single exhaust chamber that, at first

glance, appear to have a er red aft-section.

However, if a small switch in die underside of the model
is moved, this

seconds,
realistic engine exhaust

section lights

begins to flash,

after a few
simulating a

The light is powered by a

Vidor V16 or equivalent battery which fits into a cavity
in the base. Because of the danger of deterioration, the
battery is not sold with the model, but is readily
obtainable from any electrical suppliers.

Marketed under Sales No. 102, Joe's Car is finished
in a metallic blue-green colour with white leading edges
to the wings and fins and plated undercarriage legs which,
incidentally, are all sprung. Jewelled headlamps just

give the final touch to a really great Dinky Toy.
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Spanner looks at two outfit

models made by the French

Meccano-Tri-ang Company

36

;:-:: :.*:
"--Ji_

'*'*

AMPHIBIOUS TRUCK AND CUTTING TRACTOR
zk X I J in. Plastic Plate 17 bolted to a 2| X Jin
Double Angle Strip fixed to Strip 11 by Bolt 18

OME TWO or three months ago, we featured in

these pages a biplane model that had been built

by our French associate company, Meccano-Tri-ang, Strips 10 are now joined through their fourth holes
based in Paris, The biplane, however, was not the only by a 5 ) in. Strip 19, attached bv Angle Brackets,
model sent over to us from France. On the contrary, Journalled in this Strip and in a z\ in. Strip 20, bolted,
several examples were sent, two of which are described along with an Obtuse Angle Bracket, to Strip 1, is a
in the following article. The first, built with Outfit
No. 4, is based, fairly accurately, on an amphibious

3l in.

in place by a 2 in

Rod 21, acting as the steering column and held
Pulley above Strip 19 and a Spring

truck in service with the French army, while the second, Clip beneath the same Strip. A 5$ x 2! in. Flexible
I understand, represents a grass-cutting tractor for use Plate 22 will later be fixed to the Obtuse Angle Bracket,
on golf courses. A rotor blade beneath the tractor per- but first a 1 in. Pulley 23 is fixed by a g in. Bolt to
forms the actual cutting operation.

Amphibious Truck
No chassis, as such, is included in this model, but

a Itrong " tloor " is built up round a \i\ in. Strip 1, to

Strip 1 and a Cord Anchoring Spring is mounted on

which two sk in. Strips 2 are bolted. Fixed to Strips 2
are two 4J x 2i in. Flexible Plates 3, while two Semi-
circular Plates 4 are bolted to the top of Strip 1, the
securing Bolt passing through the tenth hole of the
Strip and also fixing in place two 2 1 in. Stepped Curved
Strips 5, arranged as shown. Another two 2k in.

Stepped Curved Strips 6 are then bolted to Strip 1

in such a way that the ends of each pair of Curved
Strips 5 and 6 coincide with each other. A Double
Bracket 7 is lock-nutted to these ends, the securing

I in. Bolt also fixing a 2.I in. Strip 8 between the lugs
of the Double Bracket. A right-angled Rod and. Strip
Connecter is, in turn, lock-nutted to the forward end

the Connecrers at each side are

Rod 21 towards its lower end. A length of Cord is

then tied to one Strip 8, is passed round Pulley 23
and wrapped several times round Rod 21. It is then
passed through the eye of the Cord Anchoring Spring

of this Strip,

joined by a 4 in. Rod, as can be seen in the accompany-

steering can be completed, however, the

ing pictures.

Before the

major part of the body should be attended to. Attached
by Angle Brackets to each Flexible Plate 3 is a 4^ <

z\ in. Flat Plate 9, to which a 12A in. Strip 10, a 5! in.

Strip 1 1 and a 3$ in. Strip 12 are bolted. A 2| X S in.

Double Angle 13 is, in due course, bolted to
Semi-circular Plates 4. Fixed to one lug of this Double

ed Plate 14, while,
i£in, compound

e Strip is a 2{ X i£ in

fixed to the other lug, is a

flexible plate 15, obtained from two 2f X i^ in. Tri
angular Flexible Plates. Attached to the rear flange of
Plate 14 is a Flat Trunnion, a similar Flat Trunnion 16
being attached to compound plate 15 by an Angle
Bracket. Each wheel arch is then completed by a

\ up view of the site
ious Truck. Note

ring
the use
Strips.

mechanism included
made of Stepped

in the
Curved

;:: : :
:

- :::::•" .v: v.
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In thli rear view of the Amphibious Truck, the fairly simple
layout of the body section is clearly shown- The truck is built

from a No. 4 Outfit.

boss, each oveHayed by a f in. Washer 33 and bolted

direct to Plate 22 in the positions shown
Turning to the back section of the model, a £ in.

Reversed Anqle Bracket is bolted to the upper rear

corner of each Flat Plate 9. A 2I x £ in. Double
Angle Strip 34 is fixed to the centre of this Bracket,

while a 2\ x 2* in. Flexible Plate 35 is secured to the

cet's'free lug. The rear lugs of Double AngI
34 are joined by a 5 A in. Strip, to which two

e

2 A in. Flexible Plates 36, overlapped one hole,

are bolted. Secured to each of these Plates and to

corresponding Plate 35 is a Trunnion 37, the side

securing Bolt helping to fix a z\ in. Strip 38 in place.

Note that Strip 38 is angled and projects a distance

of one hole below Plate 35.
Now secured by Bolt 39 to Strip 1 is a i£ X \ in.

Double Angle Strip, the Bolt passing through one lug

of the Double Angle Strip. Fixed to the back of the
and knotted, after which it is again taken round Pulley Double Angle Strip is a 5 \ > iA in. Flexible Plate, the

23 and finally tied to a z\ in. Driving Band secured to securing Bolt also fixing a 2,\ X \ in. Double Angle
remaining Strip 8. Two 2 in. Rods, each carrying a Strip 40 across the top of the smaller Double Angle

2 J in. Road Wheel, are journalled one in each Double Strip, The rear lug of Double Angle Strip 40 is bolted
Bracket 7 where they are held in place, one by a Rod to Plates 36, while, bolted to the top of the Double
Connecter and the other by a Rod and Strip Connecter. Angle Strip are two 2A x 2* in. Plastic Plates 41. An
If the steering mechanism has been successfully com- imitation propeller at the rear is represented by three

pleted, the Road Wheels should change direction when Fishplates 42 mounted on top of a £ in. Pulley without
the steering wheel is turned.

Next, a 5 \ x 2 J in. Flanged Plate 24 is bolted between
boss and all bolted to Flexible Plates 36.

Finally, the rear axle is added. A i4 in. Rod is fixed

Strips to, as shown. Bolted to the back of this Plate part way into the boss of an 8-hole Bush Wheel 43, to

is a 2 1 x 24 in. Flexible Plate, to which a $$ in. Strip which a 1 x £ in. Double Bracket 44 is bolted. A
25 is fixed, while a 5 A x 2| in. Flexible Plate 26 is second 8-hole Bush Wheel 45 is bolted to the other

of the Double Bracket. Journalled loose in thebolted to the upper side flange of Plate 24 to form the

cab roof.

Plate 22 can now be fixed to the earlier-mentioned

lu

boss of this second Bush Wheel and in the remaining
bore of Bush Wheel 43 is a 4 in. Rod carrying a I in.

Obtuse Angle Bracket, the Plate also being fixed by an fixed Pulley 46, located between the lugs of Double
Angle Bracket at each of its lower corners to a 2k x Bracket 44. The completed axle is journalled in the

1 1 in. Triangular Flexible Plate 27 and a i\ x l£ in, lower end holes of Strips 38 where it is held in place
Flexible Plate 28, overlapped one set of holes. At the by 2$ in. Road Wheels. An imitation cable is represented

to Strips 10 and 11, by a length of Cord, coiled and tied as shown to thetop, Plates 27 and 28 are

the securing Bolt at the end of Strip 10 also holdin back of the model. A Hook is tied to one end of the
in place a Fishplate 29 and an Angle Bracket. These Cord.
Angle Brackets at each side are connected by a 5 1 in.

Strip

2 1 in

whereas a 2 A in. Strip, extended by another

31, is bolted to Fishplate 29. The free end
of Strip 31 is bolted to each flange of Plate 24.

Inside the cab, a seat is provided by a X i£in.
Flexible Plate 32, bolted to the lower side flange of
Plate 24, while the windscreen is represented by one
2k X ii in. and two zh x 2| in. Transparent Plastic

Plates attached to Plate 26 by two Obtuse Angle
Brackets and to Strip 30 by one Obtuse Angle Bracket.

Headlamps are provided by two 1 in, Pullevs without

PARTS REQUIRED

I

2--3
7--5

-10
2--II
1--Ma
9--12
3--12c
2--15b
1--16
-17

1--18a

I—20a
2—22
2—22a
1—23
2—24
1—35
94—37a
84—37b
7—3B
2—38d
I—40
1—48
&—48a

1—51
1—52
2—53a
I—57c
4—90a
I— Ilia

lllc
125
126
126a
176

Grass- Tractor
Construction of this model which is built with

Outfit 3, is perfectly straightforward. A 7 in. compound
strip 1, obtained from a $i \n. Strip extended by a

2 A in. Strip, is fixed to the lower side flange of a $k X
il in. Flanged Plate 2, to the back of which a Flat

Trunnion is secured. Bolted across strip 1 is a 5 A in.

Strip 3, this in turn being connected to Plate 2 by two
2 A in. Strips 4, the securing Bolts helping to fix two
Trunnions 5 in place, as shown.

An underside view of the model showing construction of the
chassis, including the front and rear uslet.
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The compact appearance of the G
from this illustration. Despite

steering system works

-cutting Tractor is evident
its simplicity, the model's
extremely well.

Bolted through the first and second holes
opposite end of strip i are two further 5^ in.

6 and 7. Fixed to Strip 7 are two J in. Reversed Angle
Brackets 8, the fixing Bolts at the same time holding
two 2 J x 2^ in. Plastic Plates 9 in position. Lock-
nutted to the free tug of each Reversed Angle Bracket

II, the twoare an Angle Bracket 10 and a

tightly fixed together by the locking Nuts, Lock-nutted
in turn, between the Fishplates at each side is a 4 A in.

compound 12, built

overlapped one hole 9

up from two 2| in. Strips
while, mounted free on a I in.

Bolt tixed by Nuts in each Angle Bracket io, is a 1 in.

Pulley without boss, 13, fitted with a Motor Tyre.
Compound strip 12 is attached by Cord to one point
only of an 8-hole Bush Wheel 14, mounted on a 3 j in.

Rod forming the steering column. This Rod is journ-
alled in Strip 7 and in a Double Bracket 15, attached by
an Angle Bracket to Strip 6. A Spring Clip above the
Double Bracket holds the Rod in place while a second
8-hole Bush Wheel fixed on the upper end of the Rod A 5 J x i£ in. Flexible Plate 28 is bolted to an Angle
serves as the steering wheel. Bracket secured to the centre of Plate 26 to act as the

Each side of the model is now very easily built up seat.

from one 4$ X i\ in. Flexible Plate 16 and one i\ x Last of all we come to the cutting rotor and its drive

ii in. Flexible Plate 17, both overlayed along their system. A 4 in. Rod 29 is journalled in Semi-circular
lower edges by a 7 in. compound strip 18. Plate 16, Plate 24 and compound strip 1 where it is held by a

with the strip, is bolted to the end flange of Plate
whereas Plate 17, also with the strip, is attached

?

bv

Cord Anchoring Spring and Spring Clip beneath the
Plate and a I in. fixed Pulley 30 above the strip. Fixed

an Angle Bracket to the end of strip 7. The front of on the lower end of the Rod is a 2 in. Pulley, to which
the model is enclosed by a 5^ < z\ in. Flexible Plate 19, tw<> M in. Strips 31 are bolted to represent the pitting
attached to the sides by Angle Brackets, then a wind- blades. A 2\ in. Driving Band is then slipped over the
screen is supplied by two 2j X ii in. Transparent Rod above the 2 in. Pulley and taken to a I in. Pulley 32

fixed on the rear axle. This, by the way, is held by 1 in.

Pulleys with Motor Tyres in Trunnions 5 and consists
Two Fishplates 20

tunnel
"

a *' transmission

Plastic Plates bolted to Plate 19.

represent headlamps, while
is supplied by a ** U "-section Curved Plate 21 bolted o* a 3k in. and a 2 in. Rod joined by a Rod Connecter.
to a Double Bracket which is, in turn, bolted to com- Note that the cutting rotor should be so positioned on
pound strip 1. Rod 29 that it lies as close as possible to the ground

ft M

Coming to the top of the body, this is enclosed by a without actually touching it.

5i x 3£ in. compound flexible plate consisting of a

$1 x 2^ in. Flexible Plate 22, extended by two i\ x
z\ in. Flexible Plates 23 joined by a Semi-circular
Plate 24. Plate 22 is bolted to the upper flange of
Flanged Plate 2 as well as being attached, together
with Plates 23, to Plates 16 by Angle Brackets held by
Bolts 25. Fixed by one of its lugs to the front edge of
Semi-circular Plate 24 is a 2\ x £ in. Double Angle
Strip, to the front of which a 5 J

• i\ in. Flexible
Plate 26 is bolted, the securing Bolt also holding two
2^ in. Stepped Curved Strips 27 in position, as shown.

These twp views of the Tractor show construction of the chassis
and cut tin e rotor with its drivecutting rotor
steering arrangement.

system. Note the
This model b built from a No. 3

simple
Outfit.

6

.»: iiiippjW''
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by Spanner
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An intriguing model for the mechanically

minded Meccano model enthusiast.

A roar general view of the Universal Milting Machine in which
the open construction of the column ii clearly shown. This is

a fully working model and best constructed by the more
experienced Meccano enthusiast.

and powered by an E15R Electric Motor is incorporates a
driven spindle in a universal head that can be swung
to any position in one plane without affecting the drive,

LL OF us have our own personal likes and dislikes as well as including a worktable with fully-adjustable
connected with virtually everything we do and height-, traverse- and cross-feeds.

Construction is not really so comMeccano modelling is certainly no exception. I have as it may
often claimed—rightly, I think—that the most popular appear from the accompanying pictures. The base of
subjects for Meccano modellers are road vehicles, cranes the Machine is built up from two 9£ X t X § in
and bridges, but these are not the

On
well-liked channel girders 1, each obtained from two 9$ in. Angle

the contrary there is another highly- Girders joined flange to flange by a 9} in. Flat Girder.subjects.

popular category which unfortunately tends to receive h X 1 X I in. channel girders 2 are then each
rather less publicity than the first three and this is, produced from two 4^ in. Angle Girders joined, in

quite simply, machinery. this case, by a 3 A in. Flat Girder, the securing Bolts
Machine models, in fact have a very wide following, also holding in place two 4^ 2^ in. Double Angle

perhaps because there is something deeply satisfying in Strips 3 which are used to connect girders 1 to girders 2.

producing a Meccano version of something- such as a In addition, one girder 2 is secured to girders 1 by two
lathe or bench drill, that reproduces most of the move i in. Corner Brackets 4 bolted as shown between the
ments of the original, although the finished model need upper flanpes of the girders,

not actually perform the tvork of the prototype. In this In the case of the main body or column of the model,
article, we feature one of the best examples of this type of it is best to build this up separately and attach it to

model I have seen. Based on a Universal Milling Machine the base when com Two 18 h in. Angle Girders 5
are joined together at the top by a 3$ in. Angle Girder 6
and, at the bottom, by a 3I in. Flat Girder, two si x

being bolted to the3 A in. Flat Plates 7 and 8
Girders in the positions shown.

17 in. compound angle girders 9 are next each
produced from one 12^ in and one 5^ in. Angle Girder,
the compound girders being joined at the top by a
3 A in. Strip 10, strengthened by i| in. Corner Brackets

Further 3$ in. Strips 12, 13 and 14 are bolted
between girders 9 in the positions shown, these Strips

ir.

by three 12 A in. com_
strips 15, the lower ends of girders 9 being connected
by a 3 ] in. Flat Girder as in the case of Girders 5.

consists of a jh in. StripEach compound strip

extended by a 5 A in. Strip.

•

An underside view of the base of the model
construction of the built-up channel girders as

linkage to the E15R Motor switch.

showing
Will

the
the
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urn vc
A eloM-up view of die column showing the drive to the

ead which, along with the table and its saddle, have
been removed for this picture.

Girders 5 are now secured to compound girders 9
bv a 3 in. Angle Girder 16, extended by a 2 A in. Stepped
Curved Strip3 two crossed 5 A in. Strips 17 and four
4i in. Strips 18, 19, 20 and 21, Strips 20 and 21 are
joined by a 9 \ in. Angle Girder 22 which, at one side,
is connected to girder 9 by a 5] X 3^ in. Flat Plate 23
and, at the other side, is connected to corresponding
girder 9 by a 3.

I

2 1 in. Flat Plate 24, A 4
' \S

k in.

Double Angle Strip 25 is bolted between Strip 12 and
Flat Plate 7, while two similar Double Angle Strips
are bolted between Strip 13 and Flat Plate 8. A Double
Bent Strip 26 is fixed to the centre of the latter Doubk-
Angle Strips.

An E
1
5R Electric Motor is now bolted to Flat Plate 24

and a J in. Sprocket Wheel on its output shaft is con-
nected by Chain to a 2 in. Sprocket Wheel ona s in.

Rod 27 held by Collars in centre compound strip 15
and Flat Plate 8. Also mounted on the Rod are a ? in.

Pinion and a Coupling 28, the latter loose on the Rod
but held in position by Collars. Note that the Rod
passes through the centre transverse bore of the Coup-
ling. Journalled in the longitudinal bore of the Coupling
and in Double Bent Strip 26 is a 2 \ in. Rod that carries
a 1 1 in. Contrate Wheel 29 towards its lower end and
a Universal Coupling 30 at its upper end. Fixed in

this Universal Coupling is a 3 in. Rod, on the other
end of which a second Universal Coupling is secured.
The other side 0! this Universal is mounted on a 2 in.

Rod held by Collars in Double Angle Strip 2> and in a
Double Bent Strip bolted to the underside of the
Double Angle Strip. A I in. Bevel Gear 31,
the upper end of the Rod, engages with a second

on
in.

to

Bevel Gear on an n] in, Rod ^2 iournalled in Strip ro
and Flat Plate 7. This Rod will later transfer the drive
to the universal milling head,
A 1 • I in. Angle Bracket 33, overlayed by a 2] in.

Flat Girder 34 and a Corner Gusset 35, are now bolted
Girders 5 at each side, a second 1 x I in.

Angle Bracket 36 being bolted further up the same
Girders. Flat Girders 34 are joined by two 3 A x \ in.

Double Angle Strips 37, a Washer being added to
each securing Bolt for spacing purposes. At one side,
the securing Bolt helps to hold in place as shown a
2 1 x 1 in. Double Angle Strip, between the lugs 01

which two 2| x Jin. Double
bolted in such a way that they form a
start stop lever, to be fitted later.

In producing the vertically-moving section or

38 are
for the

..
bed

>•

of the model two T-section girders 39, each built up
from two 7£ in. Angle Girders bolted

"
to back"

are joined at one end by a 2| in. Angle Girder 40 and
at the other end by a 2£ x i4in. Double Angle Strip
fixed to the back of a 4£ x £ in. Double Angle Strip 41,
Bolted to each lug of the latter Double Angle Strip
arc two 4* in. Angle Girders 42, arranged to form a
U-section girder, the securing Bolt also fixing another
4£ X I in. Double Angle Strip 43 to the back of the
U-section girder.

Fixed between the lower ends of the U-section girders
at each side is a further 4$ X \ in. Double Angle Strip

44, to which another 2j x 1
"

"

is secu A 2i
in.

V
Double Angle Strip

1 \ in. Flanged Plate is bolted
between the lugs of this last Double Angle Strip, the
securing Bolts at each side also holding in place a 5 J in.

Flat Girder 45, a z\ in. Triangular Plate, a 5$ in. S"trip

46 and a 6± in. compound strip 47, obtained from one
Machine models have

This
a very wide following among Meccano

hobbyists. This particular example is a Universal Milling
Machine which performs nearly all the actions or its full-size

counterpart.

Si in. and one 2\ in. Strip. The Triangular Plate is

extended upwards by a 2l in. Strip which is bolted,
with a 1 i in. Corner Bracket 48, to T-section

girders 39. Flat Girder 45 and Strip 46 are also bolted
direct to the girder, while compound strip 47 is ex-
tended by a 2 in. Slotted Strip 49 fixed to the end of
the girder. A 2 in. Strip is fixed between Strips 46 and
47 for bracing purposes, then strips 47 at each side are

by three 2^ X i in. Double Angle Strips A
Threaded Crank 50 is bolted to the top of the i\ X
1 A in. Flanged Plate mentioned above.
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A view of the worktable and saddle as they appear wh
removed from the model.

a 2| in,

shanks
Girder is secured. Washers on the
securing Bolts spacing the Girders a

short distance from the flanges. Note that the Threaded
Boss is situated above the Flanged Plate and should
not be confused with a second Threaded Boss 65 now
locked bv a Nut on the lower end of the Screwed Rod,
care again being taken to ensure that the transverse
bores are not fouled.

Two 3 k in. Angle Girders are fixed to Flanged Plate

63, through the second row of holes from each side,

the horizontal flanges of the Girders pointing inwards.
The assembly can now be mounted on the main Bolted to the back of the vertical flange of each of these

is a 5 1 in. Angle Girder 66 and note that usebody of the machine which is simply done by position] n_ __ „ .-
U-section girders 42 on Girders 5 so that the lugs of is made of the elongated holes in this latter Girder,
each Double Angle Strips 43 fall in line with the pro- thus enabling a gap to be left between its horizontal
truding lugs of Brackets 33 and 36. A 6£ in. flange and the top of Flanged Plate 63. Sliding in this
Rod 51 acting as a slide is then slipped right through gap are the horizontal flanges of lower Girders 60 to
all these lugs, to be held in place by Collars. give table traverse movement. Screw control for the

this time being supplied
a Face Plate 52 to which a Threaded by an 11 Jin. Screwed Rod passed through "the 'trans-

upper Threaded Boss, previously

Movement of the bed is controlled by a handwheel movement is again
(built-up
Pin is fixed), mounted on a 3 in. Rod held by a Collar verse bore of
in lower Double Angle Strip 37 and a Double Bent mentioned, and extended, at one end, by an Adaptor
Strip bolted to this Double Angle Strip, A in. Bevel for Screwed Rod 67 and, at the other end, by a l| in.

Gear 53 is also fixed on the Rod, the inside end of Rod fixed in a Threaded Coupling 68. The Adaptor
which is inserted, loose, part way into the longitudinal is held by a Collar in a 1* in. Strip bolted to one Angle
bore of a Coupling. in the centre transverse Girder 61, while the 1 £ in. Rod is journalled in a Double
bore of die same Coupling is a 6 in. Screwed Rod 54 Bent Strip 69 and a second i| in. Strip bolted to other
extended, via a Threaded Coupling 55, by a 2 A in.

Rod free to turn, but held by ( hilars in tlie head of
Angle Girder 61. Incidentally, the i> in. are

necessarv as they are used to cover the elongated holes
a Handrail Coupling 56 on a I in. Rod fixed in the in Girde'rs 61 which themselves allow the height of the
boss of a Double Arm Crank bolted to Flat Plate 8. Strips to be adjusted. A handwheel, supplied bv a
A Nut locked against Threaded Coupling 55 holds the Face Plate 70 and Threaded Pin, is mounted on the
Screwed Rod in place in the Coupling. Note that the end of the Rod
Screwed Red passes through the boss of Threaded Crank ^o.

Fixed on the Screwed Rod just above the Coupling
The " saddle," supplied by Flanged Plate 63 and

Girders 64 is slid on to T-section girders
is another ( in. Bevel Gear 57, meshing with Bevel 53. after which stops are provided by four Angle Brackets
then the Rod is held by a Collar in a 3! x $ in. Double bolted to the girders. Movement is controlled by a
Angle Strip 58, secured between Flat Girders 34 with Face Plate with 1
Washers on the shanks of the

used as spacers. A

on a 1 in.

securing
e of

*
Bolts again

stops

section of the model are supplied byi x | in.

Angle Brackets 59 bolted to Flat Plate 8 so
project one each side of the Screwed Rod.

for this

ersed

Coming now to the worktable and the " saddle '* on Girder 40
W •* m mm mm -*-« M a

connected by a Threaded Coupling to a 6 in. Screwed
Rod passed through the transverse bore of Threaded
Boss 65 and journalled in an Angle Bracket fixed to a

3 J in. Strip bolted between T-girders 39. The 1 in.

Rod is journalled in a ijin. Strip bolted to Angle

which it is mounted, two U-section Girders, We come at last to the universal head, with which
produced from two I2fcin. Angle Girders 60, are con- particular care should be taken
netted by two z£ in. Angle Girders 61, one at each end,
two 4 J x 2 1 in. Flat Plates and a

Plate 62, the last centrally placed.
4 fi n % m i—% # i

3* X 2j in

First,

Wheel Flange and a 3! in. Gear Wheel 71 are

a

tightly

fixed by two f in. Bolts to Flat Plate 7, but are spaced
from the

A Threaded is now locked by a Nut on
by two Collars on the shank of the

end of a 1 in. Screwed Rod, care being taken to ensure
that the Rod does not foul the transverse bores of the
Boss

.

securing Bolts. Note that Rod 32 projects, free through
the boss of Gear 71 and that the flange of the Wheel
Flange points ou The head, itself, is built up

The Screwed Rod is then fixed by Nuts in a froirfa 4 in. Circular Plate 72, to one side of which a

^ -63

3$ v 2 .\ in. Flanged Plate 63, to each flange of wliich 2h x 2* in. Flat Plate is bolted. Fixed to the other

side of the Circular Plate are two 2 A in. Angle Girders

3, to each of which two 5^ in. Angle Girders 74 are

bolted, one to each end. The ends of the two upper
Girders 74 are joined by a 2* in. Angle Girder, the

securing Bolts helping to fix a 5J x 2^ in. Flat Plate

75 to the same Girders. A 3 in. Angle Girder 76 is

bolted to the inside end of the Plate, projecting three

holes sideways, as shown.
The ends of lower Girders 74 are also joined by a

in. Angle Girder 77 only, this time, in. Bolts are

used as they not only help to fix another 5 J x 2 A in.

Flat Plate 78 to lower Girder 74, but also secure a 3 A in.

In this undcrsidt view of the worktable and saddle, the method
of obtaining traverse- and cross-teed is clearly shown.
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A close-up view of the drive for ail justing the height of the
bed. The bed, itself, has been removed to aid description.

Angle Girder 79 in position, this Girder being separated

from the Plate by three Washers on the shank of each
Bolt, A second, similarly-spaced 3i in. Angle Girder 80
is fixed half an inch from the other end of Plate 78,

both Girders projecting a distance of two holes past the

Plate. These projecting sections are connected by a

5^ in. Flat Girder and a 5$ in. Angle Girder 81. Bolted
between earlier-mentioned 2i in. Girders is a 2\ X 2 J in.

Flat Plate 82,

At one side Girders 74 are joined by a 4$ X 2$ in.

Flat Plate, while Girders 74 at the opposite side are

joined by a 2 J in. Strip, to which a Girder Bracket 83
is bolted. This Girder Bracket is extended by a i| in.

Flat Girder, to which a second Girder Bracket 84 is

bolted at right angles. Fixed to this Girder Bracket

are two 1 X I in. Angle Brackets, in which is mounted
a 3$ in. Rod, carrying a Worm Gear 85 and a f in.

Contrate Wheel 86. The lower end of the Rod is

inserted, free, part-way into the longitudinal bore of a

Coupling 87, in the centre transverse bore of which an
8 in. 88, free to turn in the bore, is held by a

The Pinion meshes withion.Collar and a J in.

Contrate 86, while the Rod, itself, is journalled in

Angle Girders 79 and 80 and in a r X \ in. Reversed
Angle Bracket 89 bolted to Girder 79. A Face Plate

carrying a Threaded Pin is fixed on the end of Rod 88
to serve as yet another handwheel.
A £ in. Rod is now fixed in the boss of an 8-hole

Bush Wheel 90, bolted to the top of Flat Plate 75, then bore f Coupling 91 and the centre hole of Flat Plate
a Coupling 91 is secured to the end of this Rod in such 82, after which a Collar is added to the Rod to hold
a position that its centre transverse bore remains clear ^e un j c \n p iace> pmjon 95 meshes with Contrate 92,
and coincides exactly with the centre holes in Circular

Plate 72 and Flat Plate 82. Loose in the lower part of
longitudinal bore of the Coupling is a 5 in. Rod on

Last, but by no means

a ii in, Contrate Wheel 92 is fixed, the Rod
being journalled free in the boss of another 8-hole

Bush Wheel bolted to the of Flat Plate 78
and held in place by a Collar above the Plate, Also
mounted lower down the Rod are a Sleeve Piece 93,
carrying two Chimney Adaptors, a Coupling, a Collar

and a 50-teeth Gear Wheel 94, the last representing* the

while Worm 85 engages with Gear Wheel 71.

a stop start lever

the Motor is supplied by a 5* in. Strip 96, inserted in

the gap between Double Angle Strips 38 and bolted

to a Crank mounted on a 5 in. Rod 97 held by Collars

in channel girders I, Lock-nutted through the third

hole of the Strip is a Rod and Strip Connecter that

carries a 3 in. Rod, on the opposite end of which an
end Bearing is fixed. Pivotally attached to this

End Bearing is a 2 J- in.
milling tool. The finished head is then mounted, along to ^ centxe arm of"the Motor switch,
with a f in. Pinion 95, on Rod 32 which passes through
the centre of Circular Plate 72, the central transverse

which is bolted

PARTS REQUIRED

S—2a 2— 16b
3—3 1— 17

7—5 3 18a
2—6 2— 18b
3—6a 2—24
2—7a 3—25
d—

8

1—27b
6—a a 2—28
4—8b 1—2?
10—9 4—30

3--52a
1--53

^B^^^^^--53c
2--55a
28--59
1—62
1--62a
1—62b
5--63
2—63c
2—64
2—70
3--72
2--76
1--78

1—32
304—37a
280—37b
80—38

r—82
90a
94

8a 1—95
7_48b I—96a
7__46c 3— • 03
1—51 2— 103a
EI5R Electric Motor

J

The universal milling head removed from the model. Note that,

when in place, Contrate 92 meihes with Pinion 95 on Rod 32.
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Climbing uphill, a typical pleasure-boat rises up one of the
locks at Bceston* Cheshire*

THROUGHOUT HISTORY Britain has been famed
** as a great seafaring nation. For centuries, intrepid

urers have sailed fearlessly from her shores to

travel vast distances across the mighty oceans of the
world—oceans that can be as cruel and deadly as they
can be calm and friendly.

Deep down, every Briton probably has a sub-
conscious wish to follow his national tradition by taking
to the high seas, but the fact remains that there are
millions of us who will simply never have the slightest

opportunity to do so. There are also those more timid
souls (and I count myself among them) who are
inclined to feel that the high seas are perhaps just a

[ a "fl « a I

. . I

I

:r

..

by ris Jelley

little too deep, wet and unsteady ! You might believe

that the closest we could get to the water-borne life

is a rowing boat on the park lake one summer's after-

noon—but you would be utterly wrong I In actual

fact we could travel by boat for thousands of miles

in reasonable co and perfect safety. How? By
taking, not to the high seas, but to the inland water-
ways of Britain—a vast network of canals and navigable
rivers running the length and breadth of the country.

England alone has more than 1,300 miles of canals,

not wide, generally speaking, and not deep, but on
which it is possible to travel from east to west and
north to south, besides to most places in between. In-
teresting names like the Grand Union, Gloucester and
Sharpness, Peak Forest, Erewash, Worcester and
Birmingham, Shropshire Union, Kennet and Avon are

just a few of the many titles found in the canal world

—

a world managed by the extremely helpful British

Waterways Board.
Wales, too, has her canals including one running

to Llangollen in the North which is one of the most
beautiful routes anywhere in the British Isles. Scotland,
of course, has famous Caledonian Canal running
from Inverness on the east coast to Fort William in the

through some magnificent
nor the Llangollen Canal can

West. This also

scenery, but neither

really be called exceptions. On the contrary, most
canals are delightfully picturesque.

Some people, I know, look on our inland waterways
as dirty, rubbish-choked ditches—ugly eye-sores that

should be filled m—and unfortunately some short

stretches of several canals (usually where they run
through equally u and dirty cities do live up to

this description. It is a matter of fact, however, that

the greaL majority of almost any canal you care to name
is situated in the lush British countryside. In other
words, for every ugly mile of canal, there are many,
many beautiful miles which isn't too difficult to believe

when you realise that far more of Britain consists of

open countryside than built-up areas.

Canal water is rarely clear and, because of
many people look at it with

this,

incorrectlysuspicion,

thinking it stagnant and dangerous. While the water
is certainly not up to drinking standard, it is muddy for

a simple and very good reason. For most of their

length, canals are basically trenches dug in the earth

and filled with water. You will know from experience,

however, that when is poured into an ordinary

earthen trench, it quickly soaks into the ground an

Monument to a bye-gone era when canal traffic was horse-
drawn, a line of stables on the banks of the Shropshire Union
Canal at Bunbury In Cheshire. Once used to house barge-
horses, these stable! are now the workshops of a pleasure-boat

hire company*
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D

A greatly simplified diagram showing the layout of a typical
canal lock. The water In the lock chamber is shown on a level
with the wafer in the lower stretch of canal, at which time the
lower gates of the lock could be opened. Keys A—upper lock
gates; B^lowcr lock gates; C—lock chamber; I>—upper canal

level; E—lower canal level.

Worn, cracked and rotting, but still standing after
150 years of use, an original bollard at ihc edge of

locks on the Shropshire Union Canal.

more than
one of the

ears. To prevent this, canal trenches are lined the canals first came into being more than 200 years
with a substance known as "puddle-clay" and con- ago, they were widely used by commercial cargo barges,
sisting of a mixture of well- tempered clay and sand, all of which were horse-drawn. In fact, all our canals
reduced to a semi-fluid state and made waterproof by even today have a *' tow-path " running alongside them
constant working about with a spade or mixer. Puddle for entire length, this path being used by the
clay is usually applied in three or more layers to a specially-trained towing horses which were harnessed
thickness of about 3 ft. and topped with a layer of to the barges by
common soil.

As ts pass

ropes. The tow rope, incident-
ally, was the only connection between the horse and the

e canal, the agitation in the barge. It was used purely for towing and in no way to

which, if properly trained, knewwater caused by their revolving propellers stirs up the control the
layer of soil, spreading it throughout the water. This exactly what to do on a command from the barge.
muddy " mist

"

a time to settle, but it

"

—

* — -- — —
.

*•" ———©-*
Canal barges were of course specially designed and

definitely will settle if the canal is left undisturbed built for the waterways they travelled. As the canals
-

is reasofor a good length of time. The result

clear and certainly non-stagnant water.
Virtually every craft using our inland waterways

werewere generally narrow, so

boat ** having a width or

boats, the
average

.[ narrow beam of

to
only 6 ft. 10 in. To be able to pay their way, however,

is engine-powered and most are either hired or they had to be able to carry a good-sized cargo and so,
privately-owned cabin cruisers used for pleasure trips as they could not be built wide, they were built long
and holidays. It has not always been like When 70 ft. from bow to stern. Then, again, the barges were

Working canal barges arc becoming rare
waterways, but a narrow boat can be

palatial
converted

pleasure cruiser.
barge with ft long

ts on our in
converted into a

picture shows a typical
built over the normally

empty cargo space.

This
cabin

-
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constantly on the move travelling all over the country, only was this canal a fantastic feat of engineering

so that the coal could be loaded at its

therefore the " bargee " and his family had to live on for the time, but it was and still is unique in that it

board. Consequently, living accommodation was added began miles underground—right in the heart of the

at the stern, this being made as small and compact as

possible to avoid wasting valuable cargo space.

A bargee would spend his whole working life on the

canals and

mine workings
source !

., as his family grew, things could get pretty

cramped on board Yet his living quarters not

When the canal reached Manchester* it opened up
endless possibilities for the town and so proved canals

to be
had

viable propositions that the Duke of Bridgewater
Brindley continue his " navigation M

to meet thebe increased as his livelihood depended on the amount
of cargo he could carry, and the length of the boat River Mersey at Runcorn, Cheshire. To do this, he had
could not be increased owing to the difficulty of navi- to lift the canal above the lowlands on either side of

gating the bends in the canals and, more particularly, the River Irwell near Manchester and across the river

itself, the former at the top of a 900 yard long man-
made embankment and the latter with Britain's first

navigable aqueduct. This was the Barton Aqueduct,
across which the first boats of coal

July,
revo

to the short length of the locks encountered up
down the various canals.

Locks—these are the things that really made canals

possible. They did away with the dangers of currents,

shallows, rapids and waterfalls. They made it possible

for them to climb hills and cross watersheds. In short,

they set them apart from rivers which were previously

the only form of inland waterway. Believe it or not,

you can travel all over the country by canal and yet

on 17th
It was a great day for Brindley, his

plans for the embankment and aqueduct
having earlier been ridiculed by most experts as bein

almost literally " castles in the air ",

After the Bridgewater came the Grand Junction

at no time when you are actually cruising along will Canal (now known as the Trent and Mersey) joinin

you be going either up or down hill. In spite of the Trent and Mersey Rivers. It dispelled any lingering

this, you can travel along a canal, such as the Leeds doubts as to the enormous superiority of canals over

and climb hundreds of feet in the any existing form of inland travel and, in the nextand
course of your journey. How? By "locking",

A lock, in effect, is a large tank, usually brick-lined,

sunk into the ground where a canal must change
height. At each end of the tank is a large water-tight

gate or pair of gates, one opening out on to the lower

stretch of canal and the other on to the higher stretch,

A mechanism is provided at each end, one to enable

water to be let into the lock from the higher end, and
the other to let water out from the lower end.

Assuming a boat wishes to pass from the lower level

of the canal to the upper level, water is let out of the

lock until the level of water in it equals that of the

lower stretch of canal. The lower gate can then be

opened and the boat floated in. The gate is shut and

50 years,

was constructed
The
were,

canal,

the

more
insuperiority was,

course, built before
the only forms of
of

canal system of Britain

4,000 miles of waterway,
fact, indisputable. Canals

until thethe railway so,

foottravel

and stagecoach. The first was "
by

out

were
" for Ion

horse

distances,

while the remaining two were forced to use roads
which, at best, were deeply rutted from start to finish

and, at worst, were little more than rivers of mud.
Travel for any distance on these roads was a long

experience and the cost of transporting
them were tremendous. Canals changed

all this. Travel on them was as fast, and was luxurious

goods on

by

water is introduced into the lock from the upper stretch

of canal. This causes the water level in the lock to

rise until, when it equals that in the upper stretch of

comparison, but, more important
of raw materialsquantities

could

the huge
industrial goods that

carried revolutionised industry. It is no
exaggeration to say that the canal system completely

canal, the top gate can be opened and the boat floated
opened up the interior of the country and made possible

I:./ 'tk. ™tJL„ »k* «.^Icc o k~^ «*« noc, fr^rv. Britain ,s full-scale industrial revolution.
out. By reversing the process, a boat can pass from
the higher to the lower stretch, but the entire stretch,

itself, is perfectly level between any two locks, be they

close together or miles apart.

Britain's first fully man-made canal, running from
Worsley to Manchester, was built by the famous
engineer and one-time millwright James Brindley.

Forming the first part of what was to become the

Since the turn of the century, owing to our vast

Bridgewater Canal, it was financed and owned by
Francis Egerton, the third Duke of Bridgewater and
was

railway network and improved road system, however,
our canals have been increasingly forsaken by the
commercial concerns which used them and whose dues
paid for their upkeep. Many stretches were becoming

let, but, as commercial traffic decreased, so pleasure
traffic increased until, today, there is an unprecedented
boom in canal
• •

cruising
13

specifically to carry coal from the

Duke's mines at Worsley to what was then the small

town of Manchester—a town which suffered tremendous
hardships in winter owing to the shortage of fuel and
the high cost of what little there was available. Not

With the present trend for
Holidays in Britain" resulting from the small over-
eas travel allowance we are permitted, more and more
people are discovering the relaxation and enjoyment that
can be had floating gently through the very heart of
Britain. Thanks to the support of these people and the

the
government only last year announced its intention to
keep open our canals and encourage their use as a
nationwide holiday playground. They made a wise
easion.

efforts of the Inland Waterways at ion *

Footnote: Information about any of the British Water-
ways Board's waterways and activities wi be provided
on request, by The General Manager, British Water-
ways Board,
London, N.W.i.

House, Melbury Terrace,

A cast-iron rubbing strip on the corner of a stone canal bridge
deeply scored by the action of countless tow-ropes over the years.
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by

Mike Rickett

the|>EADERS m/\x rcmcmncr ine com-
petition I announced in the February

issue concerning the two rather intriguing
vintage cars shown in our iliust mens.
I was pleasantly surprised at the response—and some of the answers! The winner
however was M. J. Bolan of West Wick-
ham. who correctly described the two
vintage vehic. i as an igpH Stephens,
which in fact was a 2-cylindcr 8 h.p, car
with a dog cart body, and a Talbot of
1904 vintage, with a 4~cylmder 12/16 h.p,
engine and* a tourer body. My prize of

My
a Dinky Toy 1913 Bullnose Morris Ox*
ford has therefore been sent to biltl.
congratulations to Mr, B tan.
How many of you, I wonder, have

taken the opportunity of visiting the
latest section of the Victoria Line to be
officiary opened to the public. Operating
between King's Cross, Huston and War-
ren Street, ihis new stage added to the
existing six station* served by the Victoria
Line and it will also provide interchange
with British Railways main line service*
and other Underground lines* Due to
open very shortly at the time of wrmng.
i* the third stage of this mammoth
undertaking, between Warren Street,
Oxford Circus, Green Park and Victoria.

Already used by some 44 million
Underground passengers every year,
Kinu's Cross will have interchange with
B.R.* St. Paneras, and the Piccadilly,
Northern (City Uranch), Metropolitan
and Circle lines. The sub-surface ticket
hull for the Piccadilly and Northern lines
has been en! areed and the new twin
escalators lead to the Victoria
platforms. An outer ring passage-way
as been built round part of the enlarged

ticket ha'l to improve interchange with
the main line station* and to reduce con-
gestion in the ticket hall itself.

At Ku^ton, a new ticket hall is con-
nected by escalators with the rebuilt
main !inc station above, and four pairs of
new e'sca'ators serve the Northern and
Victoria Line trains, which will
every four minutes between Wn?tham-
stow and Warren Street. At most times,
including Saturdays and Sunday - trains
will run at six, or seven and a half
minute intervals, between Warren
Street and Seven Sisters, with alternate
Trains coins to Wajthamstow*.

Incidentally, trains on the Victoria
are automatical driven, and auto-

matic fare collection involving entry
and exit through electronic gales is

bcins; instated at stations, making the
line one of the most highly automated
railways in the workL
Improvements of one sort or another

are not however restricted to London
Transport for the Western Region of
British Rail have more Hit* improvements
in passenger services—including the
fastest, m*st frequent trains ever between
London and the West Country—planned
(or the \X tern's new 1969/70 timetable
to be introduced on May 5.
The sneed-un of West of En p 1and

trains wfl include the first l| hour
schedule between London and Plymouth,
and *he first <; hour 35 minute schedule
between Tendon and Penzance, Many
trains 011 the London-Bristol and London-
South Wa'es routes will be aece

f

c rated
by 5 to f-< minutes and additional
wU! run between London and
WaV« and
Cheltenham

theon
route.

tra*n*

South
London-Gloucester/

Above:
Control

Mew Of the Coboury Street
ro 11m , showing con trols and

geographical wall diagrams. Above
right: A train on the new Victoria Line
entering a Italian* Right: Interior view
of a Victoria Line train, Below: The
new Mersey I unm.-! under construction.

A

and the West
Saturdays from
inclusive. The
3s* reservation

supplement of 10/- on ingle
journeys and £1 on return journeys will
be charged for travel on a I morning and
early afternoon trains between London

of England on summer
June 14 to September 6,
supplement wi!l include
fee and is intended to

guarantee a reserved scat so thai all

passengers can be certain of a comfortable
jnurm-y on these popular holiday ser-
vices, I hear that advance booking is

strongly recommended I

One of Il.R/s most successful
however are the Motorail trains,
are expected to be even more popular
this year due to the continued curb n the
overseas travel allowance and the rising
cost of motoring. The trains running to
Scotland enable n torisis and their
families to avoid the long tiring drive
over Shap and Beattock, or if they arc
visiting the West Country, the frustrating
traffic jams on the notorious Exeter by-
pass. Each train carries a restaurant car
serving meals and drinks and a first

services
which

class compartment is provided
:so:e use oj the motorist and his

An example of the service arc the trains
to Sterling from Newton-Je-Willows,
Lanes., which leav it 08*55 hours each
Wednesday. Thursday and Saturday,
from 17th May 10 13th September, arriv-
ing at 13.35 noma* The return journey
leaves at 16.30 hours arriving at Newton-
1c-Willows at 21.00 hours.
One of our illustrations shows a scene

taken
under

the Mersey now

that is being used
tunnel to its fina

1

in tnc new mersey runnel
construction, sister to the existing

Queensway tunnel, one of the longest
underwater tunnel* in Britain. This is
the second to he built under the River
Mersey, and it wfl have two lanes only
unlike the existing tunnel which has four,
h will be nearly 7*400 ft. in length and
will have an interna* diameter of 31 ft.Mb

7 m.
One of the features of the construction

is the giant '* mole fi

to enlarge the pilot
diameter* Built in America? this machine
has been successfully used 10 form a
number of similar tunnels for the Mangla
Dam project in West Pakistani, Its
greatest advantage is the speed of excav-
ation, as compared to explosives.

In essence, the #i mole " is a scif-
propdled jumbo, 48 ft. !ong p with a
cutting head mounted in the front. When
the head is revolved, by electric motors,
the soil is picked up by a series of
buckets or scoops mounted round the
periphery and then discharged by a
series of conveyors to the rear where it

is pi?ed up some 2*0 yards behind*
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EVERYBODY WANTS to see their most cherished
dreams come true, and that is precisely what

happened in the case of Frank Whittle (later Sir Frank
Whittle). He was born in 1907 and educated at

Leamington College. He joined the Royal Air Force
as an apprentice, and later became a cadet at the RAF
College at Cranwell. In 1928, while still at the college

,

Frank Whittle wrote his memorable thesis

propulsion which shaped his eventual career,

immediately resulted from this, but he did take out his

first patent on this now very important subject.

On leaving Cranwell in 1928 he was posted as a

fighter pilot, then becoming a flying instructor, and
later, a float-plane and catapult pilot. But his interest

in jet propulsion still continued, which led to

joining the Officers Course for Engineering at Henlow.
From there he proceeded to Cambridge where, in 1936,

he gained 1st class honours in the Mechanical Science
Tripos. In 1935 he was again active in the jet field

and, with the help of some of his friends, he succeeded
in forming Power Jets Limited for the purpose of

research and exploitation of the jet engine. To enable
him to do this he was placed on the special Duty List

of the RAF. He was then only 30 years of age.

A contract was placed with The British Thomson-
Houston Co., Ltd. j for an experimental aircraft engine
comprising a single-stage compressor coupled to a single-

stage turbine. The difficulties confronting Sir Frank
and his team were enormous, there having been so

little attempted in this field before. The excessive heat

generated widiin the engine was but one of the many
difficulties to overcome, but with Whittle's great

persistence and ingenuity, the technical difficulties

Below
Above right:

The E28/39
The original Whittle gas turbine.
aircraft} Hying test bed for the turbine.

GREAT ENGINEERS. No. 15

SIR FRANK WHITTLE

w.

were overcome. The first test for this engine took place
in April 1937, and two years later it became obvious
that the Whittle gas turbine could be successfully
applied to night.

The first flight, truly an historic occasion, was made
on 15th May 1941 by P. E. G. Sayers, Gloster Aircraft

Company's chief test pilot. It lasted seventeen minutes>
and a speed of 370 miles per hour was reached. Then
followed a long series of exhaustive trials and numerous
alterations until a stage was reached which marked the
beginning of a new era in aviation. Such has been the
evolution of mechanical flight, with the well-established
piston engine being superseded throughout the world by
the gas turbine as a prime mover.

It should, however, be noted that Savers' was not the
first flight by a form of jet aircraft. A German Heinkel

He 178 flew on 27th August 1939, but the flight lasted

only a few minutes.
nition of Sir Frank's efforts has come from

universities and scientific bodies all over the world. He
is rightly styled the father of the jet engine in much the

same way as George Stephenson is acknowledged as the
father of the railways.

Sir Frank, now living in Devon, holds the rank of
Air Commodore in the Royal Air Force (retired) and
is at present a cons ulting engineer.

Young people with ambitions for leadership in

engineering, or for that matter in industry generally,

could do not better than to take a leaf from Sir FraruVs
book and to be inspired by his enthusiasm and fixity

of purpose.
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ARMOUR SERIES by Aero

arc
They arc available from
W. E. HERSANT

luc, of Fullbrook, Cali
worth honourable mention

the importers*
LTD., 228 Archway

Road t Highgate, London N.6 and those
I have to hand arc Nos. 4 (** Stur-
martillerie "—German S.P. guns and
flak tanks), 5 (*' Strassen Panzer "

—

German scout cars))* 7 (" Halbetten-
fahrzeuge M—Half-track vehicles) and 8

Armor In The Western Desert ")•

1 are most informative books, packed
with action photographs and coloured
drawings of the vehicles in question* the
latter the very graphic and characteristic
products of Uwe ^eist, the text being by
Walter Spiel berger. These books cost
in the neighbourhood of 24/- each, and
while at first glance this appears rather
high, nevertheless, on reflection, they
must be considered to be excellent value,
although it is rather a piry they could
not have been * hard-backed \ but then,
doubtless the cost would have been pro-

STMNARTIIUME
\ .

STFASSEN
PANZER

C*Bi

hibitivc. However, the books are
filled—with useful information and the
photographs of the various types dealt
with are remarkable for their number
and variety—they seem to have been
culled from every known source, and
some pretty unknown as well. General
information is lavishly supplied, schemas
of technical specifications
with snippets of information in the very
comprehensive captions to the photo-
graphs, I cannot spetk too highly of the
coloured sketches, both those of the
diagrammatic type—for want of a better
description—and those showing scenes
of violent action. They are first-rate

—

all worthy of individual framing. They'd
look splendid round the walls of a war-
game room—if one is lucky enough to
have such a luxury. I particularly liked
one in the

-l
Sturmartillerie " volume

—

a terrific scene of a German S.P, gun—
a fl Wespe "—moving into action over a
snowbound terrain in the Russian cam-
paign of 1914—this being a really re-
markable bit of painting, looking like
something

a
straight from the gallery of

the Imperial War Museum in London.

Mum
H«M*m

•SR in I he Wttftra tkitf t

The latest issues of the s
* Bulletin " of

rhc British Model Soldier Society and
14 Bayonet "

?
journal of the Horse and

Musket Society, provide their usual in-
teresting contrast. In its own line the
former is the most senior publication in
the country and, as such, has a faintly

air, its format not having
changed in twenty years or so. Emphasis
nowadays seems to be on uniform details
although considerable space is devoted

to reviews of
most useful

new
section,

aand figures—
this. Articles on

the * technical * side of the model soldier

hobby are not terribly frequent, probably
due to the feci that with so much good
stuff coming from the craftsmen manu-
facturers, there is less inclination for the
individual to make his own possibly less

expert miniatures. However, the Bul-
letin **

is pretty essential reading for the
collector and the annual sub. of 25/-,
which gives membership of the Society as
well as the publication, is extremely
reasonable, particularly if one lives near
or in London and can get to the monthly
meetings at the Gaxton Hall (third Friday
of every month)* The October 1968 issue
contains articles ranging from " Yeomanry
Guidons and Drum Banners *\ through
41 The French Foreign Legion n to
11 Lead Can Be Fun *\ a first-rate ex-
ception to the general rule I mentioned
about the infrequency of ftl Technical M
articles. Aspiring members should apply
to the Hon, Sec, 6 Hillary Gardens,
Stanmorc, Middlesex

.

y*m
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:
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The Horse
the

and Musket Society is, as
name implies, devoted to the art of

war in miniature for the period of the
eighteenth century and up to about the
middle of the> 19th. As a partly dupli-
cated publication it lacks the professional
appearance of the M Bulletin f * but it is

second to none in the vital quality of en-
thusiasm. Its 32 pages—in a
cover—arc published by Hamish
of 27 Ramsgate Road, Margate,
a most enterprising young man
magazine deserves to succeed and

n
raser.

whose
prob-

ably will. The latest number contains a
coup.'e of really excellent black and white
plates of French 1 8th Century uniforms,
plus articles on Napoleonic infantry*
Bavarian infantry uniforms of 1870 and a
description of an American Civil War
battle—Gaines Mill, 1862—refought as a
wargame* Annual subscription to the
Society is the same as that tor the British
Model Soldiers Society—25/-.

It's a source of great satisfaction to me
these davs that what is generally called
the " Seven Years War " period—what
it really amounts to is about the third
quarter of the Eighteenth Century—is

becoming more and more popular among
wargamcrs, I've always considered it is

far more worthy of attention than, say,
the Napoleonic era. It was a time of

change and innovation in warfare and
Sou can run the gamut from big set-piece
attics to hectic forest skirmishing with

redskins in North America (the French-
Indian Wars, of course), Anyway,
MINIATURE FIGURINES (5 Northam
Road, Southampton) have come out
with an extensive line of 20 mm, metal
figures for the Seven Years' War, which
might induce a few people to * have a go \
These figures are not all of the same
quality but they do have one advantage
over some previous types put out by the
firm—they al! have nice, square base*,
in contrast to the old, narrow type many
had originally. This could cause whole-
sale catastrophe to a line of figures, if

the end one was inadvertently pushed
over. As can be seen, the new figures
include some unusual ones—Austrian
and other continental irregular troops—
as well as the more generally known
infantry and grenadiers. Also included
are Highlanders of the Jacobite Rising of
1745—the * 4 Bonnie Prince Charlie " time
but I'm not too keen on them. Clay-

mores are rather clumsy, although they
could be filed down, and the designer

Trumpeter, Hussar Regiment No. 10
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4* Uellona diorama—7.5 anti-tank
strong point, showing detachable root.
Could be used as an all-round defensive

position with slight adaptation

of the ofdidn't have much idea oi tnc size
the ** belted plaid " the clansmen wore—the kilt and plaid all in one piece—it

was a most voluminous garment. Nor
do I fancy the chances of a man wielding
a " Lochaber Axe **—an eight-foot long

erd sort of thing, with an axe b'adc
and a large hook at the business end

—

nasty I —and clutching a targe (or shield)
at the same time. All the other figures
are of a good standard. Though, and at
i/- each are as -good as can be obtained
now. Incidentally, also for a shilling in
stamp*, the firm will supply a caia ogue
and list of figures.
Two excellent sets of uniform cards

are published by Olive Productions Ltd.
(they can be obtained from THE GAR-
RISON. 198 Northolt Road, South
Harrow, Middlesex) and they are widely
different in subject matter, one relating
to ** The Hussars of Frederick the
Great ** and the other to

M Soldiers of
the British Colonial Wars* 1

. The cards—six in each set— are considerably larger
than the ordinary postcard, and trie

figure frustrated is round about 6| in.

in height, thus giving the purchaser a
good chance—particu'arly with the
rather * fiddlcy ' details of the hussar
uniforms—of getting good results with

painting. Very complete instructions
for this are given on the back of the
cards, and although understandably the
hussars are the more colourful types, let

no one despise the British troops. Al-
though they had entered the khaki era,
there was still the occasional bit of
colour left here and there. The price of
the cards is reasons 5 e

—

4/- per set, I

hope to see more from the same source
ere lonn.
Yet another niece of battlefield equ fo-

ment cr*mes this month from MT:R-
RERLFX (Badgers End, Hawthorn Hill,
Bracknel?, Berks.) in fact one of their
larger items—those they term ** dior-
amas *\ this one being a ' 7.5 anti-tank

illustrate. li

is—the manufacturers sav—based on
plans in " Bildheft Renzeitlicher Stel-
lunL'shan

**—sounds great, doesn't it >

and it is a very detailed anti-tank gun
emplacement, plus associated dug-outs
and trench system. This piece of terrain
is, I feel, just as suitable for Wor'd War
I and World War II wargarm , but I

have a string feeing that it will see a
gn :it dea

f

of service on some vastly
different battlefields and in some very
diverse periods of warfare. Tt provides,
in fact, an all round defensn svsfem
and it does not take much im:i ' nation
to garrison it with all sorts of d'ffe*eiit
troops—from Romans to American
War men* and indeed anvthnp efae von
like to name. Tt is as «nnd as any of
the other dioramas produced ?n the
Be^ona series—we1

! up to the 'Redan 1

piece of last year and the price fa not
at nil bad for what it «*—considering
that in area it measures -M in hv to?- in

being about rr/3 (plus postage). My
own opinion is that it is we" I worth the
cost.

At !ons last—after what has seemed
an ace spent in waiting for thc :

r arrival
—the AIRFIX " Ancient Britons "

proved to be fust a little disappointing,
possibly I expected too much. On ex-
amination, though, some of the figures
are excellent, and as defaced as manv
of the previous A ; rfix fieure*. Rut—first

of a^l—the points aaa^nsr. The Airfix
home-

*strong point \ which we

C'vil

points
peon'c ^cem to do their historic!
work* but on!v to a noint* whenon:y they

The latest from Miniature Figurines
troops of the Seven Year* War and of

the 1745 Jacobite Rising.

• WHPy''

stop. For instance, the chariots in the
new *et are the correct opcn-lronted type
v rh the semicircular interwoven sides;
They have no mythical scythe blades
sti king out from the hubs t but why the
heavy solid wooden wheels? A 1 arch-
aeo ogical research makes it quite certain
that the wheels were of the light, Spoked
type (there is a good reconstruction of
niiC in one of Leonard CnttrelPs books,
I think it is « The Great Invasion").
Even so, I have to admit that the made-
up chariot, team an 4 crew look pretty
good—the warrior with lonR-horned
helmet looks magnificent, the detail of
mou dins being extremely fine. I'm not
sUrc f however, just how safe the driver
must feel, setting, as he is, on the front

flour with his legs
that
arc
one
look

used
1

edge of the chariot
swinging! I think it a pity, too,
those figures carrying a shield
m ulded with figure *md shie!d in
puce—gives a sort of

4 cramped *

to the warrior. It would have
better, as in the Roman set, to have
separate shields which cou'd pug
position on the arm—they look so
much more effective. On the other side
of ths coin* there is no question but
that ihe detail of modelling is of a very
hiph order

—

the warrior on the
already mentioned, the standard
and the ch cf with winged he
example, they're just great!
base to a considerate extent my opinion
of a box of Airfix figures <n how many
are what 1 call * fitthtable *. I i

the wounded, or chaps crouching or
kneeling, 1 don't reckon them to be much

The Ancient Britonsgood Til warqames.
come out of th s

in addition to the
men abe to take
po* t n against
friendly fittht

tribe ! A'l th-*-
crown—really needs no comment on
va ue for money.

test pretty well with,
two chariots, a brut 20
the fie d in an upright
the Romans, or a

against some other
-for 111st over ha Tf-a-

good

V

fcjaaa**jiifcii*

-.. _.

Trooper. 10th Hussars

Second Afghan War 1 879
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BARGAIN DISCOUNT APPROVALS!
For keen collectors of all ages our BARGAIN DISCOUNT APPROVALS offer a fine range of modern
Br Colonial issues in singles and sets less a generous discount. {Whole World lots also available*)
We do not offer a "free gift*

1

but pay outward postage. No obligation to buy. Just return
Approvals if you do not see anything to suit you*

THE BIRKDALE STAMP CO., 104 LIVERPOOL ROAD, SOUTHPORT, LANCS.
POSTAL BUSINESS ONLY NO CALLERS

READER J

PAGE
PRIVATE* Minimum IB words 6s. and 4d.
per word for each subsequent word.

TRADE: Minimum 18 words 12s. and Bd. per
word for each subsequent word.
Box numbers count as six words when

costing the advertisement. When addresses
included, these are chargeable at the

same rate (4d. or Bd.) per word as the re-
mainder of the advertisement. Copy and
box number replies should be sent to the
Classified. Advertisement Department,
MECCANO Magazine, 1305 Bridge Street,
Heme! Hempstead, Herts. Latest copy date
for insertion in the May issue is March 6th.

STAMPS
The NEWEST Stamp Company offers its

approvals at half price. Please write—Opcimus
Stamp Co., Sunnyside, Corn hill. Biggar.

Lanarkshire* P
Two Star Offer. SO Commonwealth plus 25

U.S.A. free. Request wonderful approvals.
Adventures Ltd,. Redwood Road. Sidmouth
Devon. NOP

PLANS
Plans Enlarged or Reduced and additional
copies made. Send for details from—Causer
& Co.,2l6Goldhawk Road, London W.I 2, SHE
2366. O-T

FOR SALE
i( Meccano Magazines/' 1924 to 1956 (almost

complete) as a whole. Half price . Appleton,
135 Friern Barnet Road NewSouthgate N.I LP

Wrecks and Relics. Following a successful sales

campaign, stocks of this magazine are rapidly

diminishing. Order your copy now* A must for
all those Interested in derelict and preserved
aircraft in the British Isles* Comprehensive

Illustrated, Price 5s, 5d> including
postage. (7s, outside British Isles.) Orders
to^Merseyside Society of Aviation Enthusiasts.

II Laybourne Grove Liverpool L 254SS* P
28 « M.M.s " 1955*59 incomplete (i Locomotive 11

Model Engineer Series) 1907 ** Model
ailways 1

* 1957, S.A.E. for details.—Thomas.
21 East Common Mar pen den Herts. P

Meccano No. 10 Outfit, three motors, trans-
former, full instructions good condition, £45.
—Bateman, 74 Boston Road, Walthamstow.
E.I7. P

coverage

Collectors Item, Clockwork loco No. I gauge,
rolling stock and tinplate track. Bought 1908.

Offers.—Gowring The Oaks, Ashtead Woods
Ashtead, Surrey. P

Dinky Toys* Over sixty pre- and eany post-war
cars lorries planes and miniatures. Offers and
for further details,—Rich 15 Eileen
Blairgowrie, Randburg Transvaal, South Africa.

S^M.Ms" 1960-66- 17 obsolete Dinky's. Dublo
2 rait, 9 locomotives Power Unit, 40 rolling
stock. Offers? S.A.E. lists. Wanted Rupert
Annuals Is. books my condition.—Geoffrey
Sheward, 12 Osborne Road, Homchurch

P
Dinky Matchbox,
12 Castor Court

Essex.
Obsolete Diecasts For Sale.

etc. Send S.A.E. for lists.

Yateley Camberley Surrey.
Collectors Sale. Obsolete

Spot-on. Cheap, all must go.
Avenue Royton Cfdham Lanes.

Battle of Britain. D-Day, Afrika
and

DinkyY
-Hurdus,

P
Corgi.
16 Oak

P
D-Day
more

Hornby
4 *

Korps.
Trafalgar and many more fascinating war-
games. Also the exciting American STRATEGY
& TACTICS War-gaming Magazine. Rush just

Is. 6d, for full lists to

—

lain H, McLellan Dept.
M 12 South Road. Wick. Caithness Scotland
U.K. P-

A

Die-cast latest from Rami Dugu Norev (Moyen
Age) Tekno also Rio Gama Mercury Wiking
and obsolete Dinky Corgi Spot-on etc. Will
buy good or mint models. S.A.E.—T. 1. Jeffrey.

Pitmullen House. Mr. St. Andrews.
Scotland. P

Dublo battery controller 8s.: 27
copies 'The Cricketer" 1963-1965 10s,—
C.J, Bowles 14 Lakeside Oxford OX2 8JG. P

Live Steam Model Boats, Send S.A.E. for
illustrated list to—Perico Models, 104 Tennis-
wood Road, Enfield Middx. OPQ

GENERAL
UFO Detector Circuits, data, 10s. (refundable),

Paraphysical Laboratory (UFO Observatory),
Downtort, Wilts, FQR

WANTED
Wanted. Non rusted non bent nickel plated parts.

in particular I A 4 6 7 7A 9 9A 9D 52A,
53A 62 70 90A 95A 103 I03A D. E. G. H.
and K, 113.118 133 137 143 145 146. Also
pre-war #i M,M.sM (with covers no pages
missing nothing cut out) in particular July-
December 1923): year 1924; January February,
April May October December 1925; January,
February March April May June November,
December 1926: April May October Novem-
ber December 1927; January May 1928.
January February March, May, October,
November 1935; January May December
1937; March May 1938 June August Septem-
ber December I94L High prices would be
paid for good items. Sorry no exchanges
possible* Thank you in advance for writing to—C. Michaux 30 Avenue Krieg. CH-1208
Geneve, Switzerland. P

Magazine, •*

P

eccano Magazine," August 1965
wanted containing Meccanograph article,
Adams Brom Meini Harlech Merioneth.

Coins Wanted, Mixed. World, School-boy
collections. £1 per 100. No zinc or aluminium,—Williams 41 Garnetts Takeley Essex* P-A

Hornby or Bassett-Lowke, etc. gauge O trains
wanted by private model railway enthusiast.
Box No, 25 (Surrey) "Meccano" Offices,
Heme! Hempstead Herts. OPQ

Pre-war and Early Post-war Dinkys, Tootsie-
toys Minks etc. High prices paid.—D. Pinnock,
10 Hurstville Drive, Waterlooville, Hants*
Tel.: 2958 (evenings). N-X

Dinky Toys, vintage toys and any car models
pre-1950 urgently required by collector.
Cash or exchange. Exceptional prices paid
for really early models especially pre-war
Dinky Vans with advertising and large scale
tinplate cars. Write— 103 Canford Cliffs Road,
Poole Dorset. K-P

Model Cars of a!( sorts wanted. Good prices
(or exchange) for early die-cast models tin-
plate coys obsolete kit* etc* which will be
incorporated in a permanent display.—Dr,
Gibson The Green Anstey Leicester. G-R

Collector Seeks old trains and other toys,
anything repairable considered* Write details.
prices.— 14 Wren Avenue Southall Middx. H-S

Pre-War model trains sought by Lowke Marklin.
Bing etc* O or larger also tinplate toys*
10 Church Hill Paicham Village, Brighton.
53940. T/C

Collector Seeks obsolete Dinky buses and
military equipment. Write—P. W. Ross. 4
Chelford Road, Manchester, MI6 OBJ* OPQ

GREAT BRITAIN
2/6, 5/- & 10/- FREE

This packet of scamps is given absolutely FREE
to all genuine applicants for my superior used
British Colonial Approvals enclosing 4d. in

stamps for postage. Overseas Applications
rnvited.

ARCHER (M) f

WAY. BR0XB0URNE
t HERTS.

CHEMI AND APPARATUS
You can now buy Chemicals and Apparatus

Test-tubes. Beakers, Flasks, Filler Paper
verything you need to build up
your own HOME LABORATORY!

Yea save money
Suppliers, Send

Latest List and

by ordering Direct from
stamps NOW for
Order Form*

* -i

(Overseas enquiries welcomed)
PJ6 TECHNICAL SUPPUES,
53* Eldon Street, Sheffield, t

CHEMISTRY APPARATUS AND CHEMICALS
NEW ADDRESS FOR BECK SONS

LARGER FOR THE WIDEST RANGE
A. N. BECK & SONS are pleased to announ that

DEPARTMENT will transferred to

March, 1969, their LABORATORY FURNISHING

HIGH ROAD, Tottenham, LONDON, N.I5 Tel. No. 01-800 7342
existing services will be available at the new address, and there will be a general Increase in the range of equipment stocked.

Biological Stains and Sundries is to be offered in the autumn, and there will be some additions to the fist of chemicals at I /- per container.
list will be published to coincide with the opening of the new premises, and to ensure that you receive a copy as soon as possible
stamped addressed envelope to:

new range of
A new price

please send a

beck & SONS, HIGH ROAD, LONDON * N.I5
A visit to the new premises would bfc of gre%t interest to anyone keen on Chemistry or Biology, and visitors will be most welcome
walk from Seven Sisters station on the new Victoria Lino and well served by several bus and coach routes.

Only a few minutes

BECK SONS » 147 HIGH ROAD, LONDON N.I5 CHEMISTRY!

KINDLY MENTION I. MECCANO MAGAZINE i

»
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AUSTRALIA Tel: 61-3603

Teh 60444

BIRMINGHAM %&*"">

KINGS HEATH MODELS
5 York Road, Birmingham 14.

Everything modeller: Boats, Cars

Planes, Railways. Kits, etc. Meccano sets and

reasonable stocks of spa ret.

BLACKPOOL
Tel: Blackpool 2406)

BATESON'S SPORTS
DEPOT LTD..

56 ABINGDON STR
BLACKPOOL.

Complete Srorks all rhrough the Year.

Bournemouth 23248

BRUGES TOYS LTD.,
8?-S9 OLD CHRI5TCHUPCH ROAD,

BOURNEMOUTH.
We frock a wide range o* Meccano Toys and

outfits with adequate spares for expanding
outfit*

These shops stock all the goods

Meccano Magazine readers need.

BRISTOL Tel: S57S27

MAX WILLIAMS,
LAWRENCE HILL,

BRISTOL S.

Meccano Model Railways, Peco Wills, Slot
Racing, Hobby Kits, Dinky, Corgi and all

spares.

Tel: Carlisle 23 1 42

Tel: Crewe 55643

EVELYN WILSON.
8e-88 MARKET STREET,
CREWE, CHESHIRE.

Meccano Sew— Accessories and Spares
Hornby Tri-ang Train Sets—Accessories and

Spares—Frog Kits.

Tel: Elgin 2569

GEO. A. SMITH,
10 BATCHEN STREET,

ELGIN.

All your Meccano ind Dinky requirements

are in tt always.

GLASGOW Tel: 041-332-7040

COPLANDS,
SAUCHIEHALL STREET,

GLASGOW, C.2.

Meccano Plastic and traditional sets, Playdon

sees, etc.

Tel- Heme) Hempstead 53691

TAYLOR & McKENNA
(HemeM LTD.

101 MARIOWES
HEMFL HEMPSTEAD. HERTS.
For Model Boars Aircraft Railways,

Raring CaM *«d Accessories.
MerM ind p, «*fif Meccano

Tel: Erith 32339

DERRETT (TOYS) LTD,
I

52 54 ERITH HIGH STREET,
ERITH, KENT

Hulls.Aircraft, Boats, Fibreglass Hulls, Tri-ang
Hornby, Lima H.O*. H. & M. Units, Scalextric,
Airfix, Riko, Pacira. Plastic kits, Minicanks,
Marquetry. Prompt Mail Order Service.

Tel: Dartford 24155

MODERN MODELS LTD.
49/51 LOWFIELD STREET,

DARTFORD, KENT,
For all your modelling requirements. Radio/
Control, Aircraft, Boats. Cars, Railways. All

leading makes from The Shop with the Stock,
Prompt mail order service.

Tel: 0532-2661

1

KING CHARLES SPORTS CENTRE,
RAILWAY HOUSE,

IKING CHARLES STREET, LEEDS,
Specialists and stockists in all model railway
equipment and accessories. Tri-ang-Homby,
Trfx, Fleischtnann, Gem, Hammant & Morgan,

Sommerfeldt.
Cat* service 25'- home, £2 overseas.

Tel: Leicester 21935

RADIO CONTROL
SUPPLIES LTD,

52 LONDON
Mail

The

ROAD.
Order Specialists.
Closed Monday.

Open until 8.30 p.m. Friday.

Showroom of the Midlands with
R'C service facilities

full

Tel: 709-7562LIVERPOOL
LUCAS'S (HOBBIES) LTD.,

7 TAR LETON STREET,
LIVERPOOL I.

HOBBIES tor everything the model maker
requires Aeroplanes, Cars. Chemistry Sets,
Railways, Meccano Building Kits. Instructional
Toys, also a selection of Games, Dolls and

Sou To

Tel: Lee Green 2637

LEWISHAM MODEL
CENTRE

45 LEE HIGH ROAD, LEWISHAM, S.E.I

3

Everything
Boats. Radio

for the Modeller,
ats. Kadio Control. Raifwiyt,

Spares and Repairs our speciality.
Mail Or de* a pJe*!ur-e

Aircraft

KINDLY MENTION MECCANO MAGAZINE WHEN REPLY. NG TO ADVERTISEMENTS



Tel: CHE 4887 Tel: 5(213 Tel: Watford 44222

RADIO CONTROL
SUPPLIES

154 MERTON ROAD,
WIMBLEDON S.W.I?
Closed all day Monday.

Open uruil 8.30 p.m. Friday.
Largest R/C stockists in the country,

MODELCRAFT
40 UNION STREET,
MAIDSTONE, KENT.

Everything for the average modeller, Cars
Aircraft, Boats. Railways*

i

SPARES AND REPAIRS. MAIL ORDER

CLEMENTS,
THE PARADE, WATFORD.

Always a comprehensive range of Meccano

Sets, Accessories and Dinky Toys.

TelilSLeworth 0743 MANCHESTER SUPER
RADIO CONTROL
SUPPLIES LTD.

S8I LONDON RD., ISLEWORTH,
MIDDX. Mail Order Specialists

Open each weekday and until
8.30 p.m. Fridays.

Largest R/C stockists in the country.
Own R/C service centre.

Tel: Blackfriars 3972

THE MODEL SHOP
7-13 BOOTLE STREET,
OFF DEANSGATE,
MANCHESTER 2.

THE NORTH'S LEADING MODEL. HOBBY
AND TOY SHOP. MECCANO SETS AND

SPARE PARTS A SPECIALITY.

MARE
Tel: Weston 6600

RADIO CONTROL SUPPLIES LTD,,
! THE CENTRE,

WESTON-SUPER-MARE, SOMERSET.
Open until 8.30 p.m. Friday.

Largest R/C stockists in the country.
Own R/C service centre.

LONDON Tel: 578-2299 READING Tel: Reading 51558

and

BENNETTS SPORTS & TOYS
3 RUISLtP ROAD,

GREENFORD, MIDDX.
Radio Control stockists. Kits, Boats
Aircraft Popular range. Secondhand Engines

and Radios bought and sold.
Tn*ang stockists.

Closed Wednesday I p.m, Hail Order
Specialists.

WOOLWICH Tel: WOO 2212

READING MODEL SUPPLIES

HOSIER STREET,
ST. MARYS BUTTS,

READING, BERKSHIRE.

BERKSHIRE'S MODELLING CENTRE

CUFF PANY LTD.,

98 POWIS STREET,

WOOLWICH, S.EJ8.

Stockists for all Meccano Products including

all Meccano accessories.

LONDON Tel: 01-529 1 2S0 ALBANS Ten WORTHING
If
LEISURE TIME tl

BOLD & BURROWS LTD
4 STATION ROAD, CHINGFORD,

LONDON E.4.

Aircraft, Electric Cars
l Boats. Railways and

Accessories. Plastic Kits. Modelling Activities.

12-22 VERULAM ROAD,
ST. ALBANS, H

Meccano Sets and Spares

Tel:
Worthing 9S30

H. MILLER (CYCLES) LTD.,
21-23 HIGH STREET,
WORTHING, SUSSEX,

Everything for the Modeller. Meccano,
Tri-ang/Hornby, Keil Kraft, Minic. Scalextrie,

Airfix, etc*

ANNOUNCING THE NEW H & M

48/
The most modern-style power-control unit

suitable for operating all D,C. motors of up to

12 volts } amp. rating. Smooth progressive

control with high/low resistance switch. Fully

protected and guaranteed. Operates from
200-240 v. A.C mains.

HAMMANT MORGAN LTD
HANOEM WORKS, APEM ESTATE

134 ST. ALBANS ROAD, WATFORO, HERTS
i -m
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The standard progressive Meccano system comiscs of ten Main Sets
numbered 1-10 inclusive each with an identifying "theme*' name in

addition to the number. This theme* e.g. " Highway Vehicles M
is obtained

from the predominant type of model featured in the Instructions Book for
the particular Set and does not mean that only models of that type can be
built with the Set* In fact, the number and variety of models chat can be
produced is limited only by the imagination of the user. Also included in

the standard system is a series of seven Conversion Sets. These are not
intended as constructional sets in their own right, but simply contain the
necessary extra part* to convert a Meccano main outfit into the next larger
one, e.g. Outfit I + Conversion Set IA = Outfit 2. Also available, but
not included in the standard progressive system, are several self-contained
outfits, such as the Power Drive Set and Gears Set, as well as a number of
Motors and additional equipment. The following is a list of all items and
Sets currently available, with their U.K. recommended retail prices:

MECCANO SETS

S«c
No.

(Complete with illustrated Books of Models)

I.

2.

3.

4.

Pliyset
JuniorKit

» *« #

. . .

* a -i

. m m

...

. i

m

. * -.

« * *

• . .

* I

Super Junior
Highway Vehicles
Airport Services

5. Site Engineering
6. Ocean Terminal
7. Mountain Engineer
8. Breakdown Crew
9. Master Engineer's Set
fO. Meccano Outfit in 4-Drawer Cabinet
Meccano Gears Set
Meccano Mechanisms Set
Elektrikit

*

« ¥ -

- I-

* m t

* »

- *

m. m.

ft +

» *

ft 1 ft

# ft ft

• * •

mm*

w mm

i- * » .«* r t r mm

• *

ft « *

• - «

• • * •

. . «

ft

i

i

2
3
4
6
8
14

25
66

I

2
4

15

5
18

9
IS

19

7
13
18

5

IS

8
5
IS

d.

II

II

II

II

6

6
6
6
6

MECCANO CONVERSION SETS

No. la Converts No
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

2a
3a
4a
5a
6a
7i

• t

I into No. 2
3

tt

it

•

tt

t ¥

2 .,

3 ..

4 ..

7 ..

tt

ti

ti

II

«
II

5

6

7
8

. » .

www

* * * « «• **•

£ t.

12
17

ft ft ft

• ft

ft

ft ft

V m m

til

ft ft ft . • •

I

I

I

2
5

9
IS

8
7
19

d.
It

II

II

6
6
6

6

MECCANO POWER DRIVE SERIES

I I

- - ft v * * > >

Junior Power Drive Set
Power Drive Sec
Power Drive Unit (6-ratio Gearbox and 6 volt D.C Motor)*

Battery operated. .„ ...

Power Drive Gear Box and Coupling
Power Drive Steam Engine
Revenible 4$ volt D.C. Motor

« * #

** ft

£ ft.

4 5
• 17

d,

6

. I *

,4*

*

* ft «

ft % *

« *

V #

iff

ft ft 4

*#>*

IM
« i i

. - -

I H

2 14 6
I 14 6

3 15

I 6 II

MECCANO MOTORS. ETC •

* ft *

• ft

Clockwork. Magic* non-reversing (including key)
Clockwork No. I, reveriing (including key)
EI5R Electric, reversing* .«*

EMEBO Electric Motor (Battery operated)
43901 B Key for No. I Clockwork Motor
43903 S Key for Magic Clockwork Motor

• Fitted with T.V* and Radio interference luppressors

>»«

ft *

...

-

fit

« « *

i eft

• c ft

10

I II

3 5

I 8
I

. 4>

d.

9

6
3
6

SPARE PARTS
The Meccano rang* of Spar* Parts consist* of more than 300 individual

itami, all of which are available for separate sale, A price list can be had
on application.

THE HANDY POCKE7-

This new pocket size MOLE WRENCH
des grips with

jobs, especially th

awkward and inaccessible places.

It exerts tremendous gripping power
relation

required.

sma

pleasure

to use.

Available from hardware shops every-

where— ask for it by name.

WORLD WIDE

Don't wait for Meccano Sets or Spares
We will send them by return post if you

cannot visit our wonderful shops.
(U.K. POST 3/6)

Our MECCANO SPARES display boards at SOUTHGATE
& HOLBORN enable you to pick what you want without
worrying assistants to open drawers and packages.

We will send you priced order forms free if you will

send us a foolscap stamped addressed envelope.

WE EXPORT MECCANO TO ENTHUSIASTS ALL
OVER THE WORLD AT A REDUCTION OF 20%
OFF U.K. PRICES—THIS GENERALLY PAYS YOUR
POSTAGE. We will quote sets or spares by return AIRMAIL.

Head Office and Mail Order :

5-10 & 15 BROADWAY - SOUTHGATE - LONDON N.I4
I 12 & I I2A HIGH HOLBORN - LONDON W.C.I
28 CORPORATION STREET - MANCHESTER 4
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Listed below are some of the dealers who sett Meccano accessories

and spare parts. This is Intended to aid enthusiasts—and there

are many of them—who constantly require additional spare parts

for their sets. All dealers can, of course, order Meccano spare

parts for their customers, hut those listed here are among our

spare part specialists.

C. G. MARSHALL

Maxwell Road
BEACONSFIELD
Telephone:

TAYLOR & McKENNA
203 Marlowes

HEMEL HEMPSTEAD
HERTS.

Tel: Hemel Hempstead 53691

"WALKERS t*

15 St. Thomas Street

SCARBOROUGH, YORKS.

Tel: SCARBOROUGH 3223

(Mall orders welcomed)

THE GUILDFORD

DOLL'S HOSPITAL LTD,

13 Swan Lane, GUILDFORD
w

Telephone: 61331

i

JEREMY

16 Princes Arcade

Piccadilly

LONDON, S.W.I

Telephone; Regent 1846

M. H. B. DAWSON
96 Whiteladies Road

BRISTOL 8

Telephone: 38534

LUCAS'S (Hobbies) Ltd

7 Tarfeton Street

LIVERPOOL I

Telephone: Royal 7562

JOHN W. BAGNALL LTD

r Street

STAFFORD

Telephone: 3420

BEATTIES OF LONDON

112 & lUAHighHolbo

LONDON W.C.I

Telephone: HO L 6285

W. PAINE & CO. LTD.

168 High Street

CHATHAM

Telephone; Medway 45215

IH. . BLUNT & SONS LTD

113 The Broadway
Mill Hill

LONDON N.W.7

LESLIE BROWN
Super Toy and

Model Store, 95 High Street

Stockton-on-Tees

Telephone: 67616

THE MODEL SHOP
7-13 Bootle Street

Off Deansgate

MANCHESTER 2

Tel: Black friars 21935

JOY LAND

56 High Street

FRIMLEY

Surrey

Telephone: Camberley 5926

NEW ZEALAND

BUNKERS LTD.

P.O. Box 58

HASTINGS

(Mail orders from all countries
welcomed)

Printed in Great Britain by Electrical Press Ltd., Maidenhead, Berks., for the Proprietors, Model & Allied
Publications Ltd., 13/35 Bridge Street, Hemel Hempstead, Herts. Published by the Argus Press Ltd.,

12/18 Paul Street, London, E.C.2, to whom all trade enquiries should be addressed*
Registered for transmission by Magazine Post to Canada.
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CAPTAIN SCARLETS
TERRIFIC TRIO

DIRECT fROM
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Spectrum Pursuit Vehicle Model No 104

A

Spectrum Patrol Car Model m 10? Maximum Security Vehicle Model No 105

leaders go for

TOYS
the tough, action-packed models


